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Ivory chemical reaction and almost every process In
the mmifae'ture of chemicals Involves soma heat transfer 
problem* It la thus essential that in chemical engineering 
accurate InformtIon concerning the- laws of heat transfer 
should be available*
fh© main problems of heat transmission may usually 
be classified under two headings* The one* where heat 
is transferred through a boundary from a heating agent i© 
the material to be heated# The other* where heat is 
dissipated unavoidably Into space from a surface* dependent 
upon the excess temperature of the surface above Its 
surroundings• The two ©lasses are not capable o f •being 
separated by a definite border-line* as many problems may 
involve consideration of both* Such a problem may be 
instanced in the ease of air-blast heaters* t?here the 
natural connection from the heater surface is considerably 
supplemented by the air stream which Is being heated*
For the purpose of this dissertation* however* only 
the natural losses peculiar to any surface surrounded by 
air are considered.*
The natural losses from a surface in air will depend 
upon two effects only - radiation and eon&ectlm* Con­
duction, however* will play a necessary part in carrying 
a constant supply of heat to a surface which Is constantly 
dissipating heat by radiation and connections moreover
Consequently in a review of the laws of radiation and 
connection, it will lie necessary to include a partial 
review of conduction also*
It nay be necessary to increase the •* ©mission power1 of 
a surface, as in the ease of heaters ami radiators, or 
machinery which it is required to keep as cool as possible* 
On the other hand, it is usually the case for the heat thus 
lost to be incidental and undesirablei it is then the 
effort of the chemical -engineer to reduce the 1 ©mission 
power1 to a minimum*
Methods of reducing the heat loss are twofold - the 
lowering of the surface temperature, and the lowering of 
the 1 emission power1 of the .surface* Ih© temperature is 
usually lowered by the application of an insulating layers 
this does not strictly lower the actual surface temperature, 
but presents a lower temperature surface to the air*
to determine whether any decrease can be obtained in 
the loss or not, requires an accurate knowledge of the 
laws of heat transfer* It may be that the cost of lagging 
and maintenance would be greater than the consequent gain 
in heat energy for a given pipe-llns or apparatus% such can 
only be determined by the application, of definite laws to 
the problem*
Saere is an enormous amount of information published 
in technical and academic journals concerning heat transfer* 
Unfortunately so much experimental work has been empirical 
or of limited application, and theoretical results, differlr 
widely among themselves, have not received experimental 
confirmation, that it is time an attempt was mad© to corre‘
It is the attempt of the accompanying work bo to 
correlate the -existing data for heat transmission from 
surfaces*
Workers in the past have been divided in their ‘methods 
of determination of ♦emission power*. ■ On# section has 
considered radiation and connection separately, whilst 
flie ether has considered both effects as one*
It is generally known that the radiation and connection 
affects vary in different ways under the same influences, 
so that no fundamental result Can be obtained unless each 
is studied separately. fhose workers who have determined 
emission power as a single effect have usually been 
Americans, and employed at the Instance of a business 
organisation for research upon a particular insulating 
material under limited circumstances.
Such work is not usually adaptable in any way to 
fundamental use, and as It is the intention of this 
dissertation to avoid anything of an empirical nature, the 
method of separate consideration will be followed*
Separate sections will be found under the headings: 
♦Radiation*, 1Connection*, ♦Conduction*, and ’General 
Applications*.
fiork in each section is considered in historic 
sequence? the review of each author consists of a 
description and criticism of M s  methods and results 
showing how each contributes to the structure of a final 
result which is adopted as the best available at the present 
time*
Other small sections will be found on various minor
but to help elucidate some problems -which have hitherto been 
Imperfectly treated, end which can be solved with the help 
of the results obtained In the major sections.
In many cases actual examples of these latter sections 
cannot be given without a considerable amount of routine 
si ids-rule calculation, which it would serve no useful 
purpose to publish* fhe generally applicable equations by 
which a given problem may toe solved, however, are shown In 
each case.

It Is well known that heat and light are of the same 
nature, both being radiant energy but of different quality 
or wave-length. That which Is called light is the energy 
of such wave-length that affects the norves of the retina 
of the eye* and composes the visible part of the spectrum, 
whilst that pert of the spectrum beyond, the red, the infra­
red, is commonly called heat, the wave-length of which 
increases with its distance from the visible region*
Bewton made the first experiments on the rate of 
cooling of a body in air* Ho found.that th© rate was 
proportional to the execsa of temperature of the body above 
that of the surroundings. . This law, however, has since 
been experimentally proved to be only applicable to vary 
email -ranges of temperature, %ncl can at best only give the 
tangent to the heat loss curve at any particular point*
Perhaps the first experimenter to study the effect of 
radiation from a surface, apart from general heat loss, 
was Leslie,'*'* who determined the relative quantities of 
radiation from a number of surf aces* fils apparatus 
consisted of the now famous Leslie cube, a hollow metal 
cube containing boiling water, the sides -cf which were 
painted or otherwise ■prepared in various ways* To measure 
the teat radiated, he concentrated It by means of a parabolic 
mirror on to one bulb of a differential thermometer placed 
at its focus* The radiations from the various surfaces 
produced different effects upon the thermomotor in the 
ratio of their radiating powers. All his results were 
obtained for a radiating surface at 100* 0* The following 
arc some of his figures, giving.lamp&ack the arbitrary 
value * 100,
Writing' Paper «s» 98
Indian ink C 88
Red lead m 80
famished 8 b w 45
Clean 8b **«*» 19
foliated Fe S 15
Tinplate* An)
3
Ag & Cn }
sr 12
These results were confirmed by Mellonl* and also
sto some extent by Do la Frovostay© and Des&ins#* The two 
latter Investigators* however, showed that the results for 
the polished net&l surfaces were too high* They obtained 
the results for radiation at 1806G#:-
Lampblack 
Indian Ink 
flat!nmi 
Copper 
Silver
they further found that the relative radiating powers 
changed with r i m  of temperature from 100° • 550®0.f a result 
to be expected in the light of later knowledge* Hie 
experiments of D© la Provostay© and Dasains are more likely 
to give correct results Inasmuch as they measured the 
radiation direct by means of a thermopile* thus excluding 
any possibility of absorption of energy from reflecting 
mirrors*
Tte first law to be enunciated connecting loss of teat 
by radiation and temperature of radiator* was due to Dulong
100
SB
11
&
2*2 ** 5*4 (according to polish
temperature by running water* The results were corrected 
for loss by conduction through the thermometer and the 
residual air ete*etc*, and then taken.to represent the 
loss by radiation*
The radiation loss from a body was given by*
% &a 1
where H 3 heat loss in .sals per em^ per sec*
a « Constants value m l*QQ7f
t ss Temp* of surface In °C *
K s Constant whose value depended upon nature
of surface *
For the radiation from a surface to its surroundings 
at temperature % 0
Mr s K (atl - a t<})
This law was deduced from experiments using temperatures 
up to £50* C*# and hence cannot be guaranteed accurate 
above this temperature*
It will he seen by a glance at Fig* 1 how tills formula 
compares with later ones*
fee1st * * accepting the formula of
Buloag and Fetlt* obtained a large number of values for 
K for different surfaces* He used a thermopile situated 
equi <1 is tant . from two parallel plane surfaces 9 and adjusted 
tho temperatures of the surfaces until the pile gave a 
sera deflection* The surfaces wore sides of vessels 
(e*g» haslie cubes)•containing water, the temperature of 
which could be altered at will* Ha assumed that the 
temperature of the outer surface was the same as that of 
the water, but, despite vigorous stirring, it is highly
film.
r1 " “i {a^l a o )Here then for H„ s - , _t, _ tfirst surface;
and
for second H a K {a^2 - a^o
surface
But as H « H
r r
1 S
we.have *> (a'2 m a 0
(a11! - at0
By determining the total heat loss from a body 
suspended in a constant temperature enclosure, Beelet 
derived an equation connecting the total heat loss with 
temperature excess of body above surroundings. Hie 
equation thus obtained was of the nature,
H * at (1 + bt)
2
where H * Heat loss in eals per cm per sec.
t £ temperature excess of body above enclosure °C. 
a )
ym constants depending upon the shape and surface 
b } of the body.
Such equations derived for bodies of similar sis© and
shape, but having surfaces corresponding to those in. th©
first experiment, give sufficient data for determining the
absolute value of etc.
Assuming the same conditions of temperature of body
and enclosure we have H-, a + H for first surface
1
where H » loss due to connection.
c • ■ ■ .
and H « H + H for second surface.
^ q e
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How for the same temperature
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I
«* C (say)
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K~0
also
ait (1 + b i t)
and H0 » a t£> ** O *%* (1 * bg t)
*
* * a^t Cl ♦ fe^ t) - ®o t (1 + b. t) - E,, (C - 1}<& *£>
As ag and bg hare boon determined
and 0 is known,
Kg is obtained and hence also K *
•I*
As de torminafcionsof £ In this indirect manner involve 
many possible errors* the figures obtained are to be 
accepted with some reserve# ftie errors Involved In fee 
11 total heat loss1* experiment are discussed more fully under 
f^Coanectionl, ♦
Feelst*s work does not prove the correctness or 
otherwise of Dulong and Petit*s formula# as it has been 
tacitly assumed correct for the determination of K» It 
la to be wondered why Pdc let did not adapt bis thermopile method 
for the-proof of the Dulong end Petit law as well as for 
determining the constants K*
It is an interesting fact that* as the hulong and 
Petit formula, corresponds so closely with the Is ter accepted 
formulas for radiation up to temperatures of 250*0* the 
relative values of his constants can ba used in connection
A list of relative values for the radiation constant 
are appended* PeeX@tfa result for lampblack being given 
the arbitrary value « 100*
Kadlation constant at 65 °C* Enclosure at 12 cC»
lampblack « 100 Powdered Chalk * 81
Paper 92 Cast Pe (new) 76
silk 91 ’ Class 71
wool 90 Zinc 59
Oil Faint 00 Tin 52
Cotton 89 Wrought Pe polished 11
Sand 80 Ag Paper 10
Stone 88 Brass Polished' 6
Flagter 88 An Paper 6
Wood 88 On polished 4
Sawdust 88 Ag polished 5
Charcoal 84
Wrought Fa oxidised 82
Cast Fa oxidised 82
Peclet points out that the colour of the paper and 
cloth does not alter the radiation constant*
c?Eosetti * we s next to propose a new law for radiation*
By observing the loss from a Beslie cub© filled wife mercury 
but not surrounded by a black enclosure* he obtained the 
formula* -
%  s a T2! (Tj . r>0) + b (5^  - fQ) 
where a and b are constants for the particular surface 
z absolute temp* of surface.
^0 9 ** * fi enclosure«
found in soiB@ experiments by fyndall* from fin© wires
varied with the fourth power of the absolute temperature
of the wire* Upon further examination of Pulong and
fetlfcfs results ho found, that the1 fourth power law* still
held* and so, by chance* ho enunciated the law which is
still accepted as true namely# that a body radiates heat
proportional to the fourth power of its absolute temperature*
Convincing evidence for the truth of this- law was forthcoming*
3 *
when the same result was obtained by Boltsaaim in 1884*
Be proved*by making tlm assumption (since proved) that 
radiation presses upon a surface* and treating the radiation 
from a *full radiator1 as the working substance for a Carnot 
cycle*, that the radiation from such a radiator in a vacuum 
must vary with the fourth power of the absolute temperature* 
the law* however* was only proved for a full radiator 
or so-called f?blaek-body%
further developments of the thermo-dynamic treatment 
were then trade by Wienf * who showed that for a black body 
the wave-length of maximum radiation ( A^) is given by*
\ T - constant*/XM. w
and that the energy radiated through a small rang© 
at this maximum is
E d\. - constant x
M.
This wns followed by a formula expressing the energy 
of any wave-length at any given temperature* 
for the small range d\ , it is given by
v x- s °1
^r
where and e0 are. constants#
It th® enclosure surrounding the hot body is at tempera­
ture # the latter will receive in exchange a
Quantity - K Tq^
Hence the total heat loss from the hotter body will be 
Hp * K ( T* - Tq4)
Xfals relation will only hold, however, for cases where 
the hot element in the surface can ?see1 the surrounding 
surface through a complete hemisphere; in other words it 
must subtend a solid angle of at least one hemisphere upon 
the cooler surface* Hie condition holds in the case of 
two parallel infinite planes, and where a. body is completely 
surrounded by another and has no re-entrant angles*
As the law is only strictly true for black bodies it 
will be necessary to define a black body. fh© definition 
of a black body according to Kirchhoff is one which absorbs 
all radiations of all wave-lengths at all temperatures*
It will be seen from Fig* X that the Stefan-Boltsmasm 
law accords fairly well with the Bulong and Petit law for 
a black body, up to temperatures of about 4©-o'0c after 
which its values are considerably smaller*
Attempts were now made to prove the fourth power law
by experiment* two typical .efforts are those1of
10. 11#
Sehlaiormachor and. Bottoxsley who- determined the loss
from a heated platinum wire, suspended In an evacuated tube* 
Schlelemacher used three different wires, two of 
bright platinum and one covered with a layer of black 
copper oxide* The wires were about 20 o&ts» long *2 -.3 m*m*
losses by conduction etc* The wire was electrically heated, 
the loss of energy being determined from the knowledge of 
the resistance and current strength, and the temperature, 
by means of the increase of resistance, due to heating*
All the heat (after allowing for conductivity along the 
metal supports etc*) wan assumed to be lost by radiation, 
to the walls of the tube which were kept at constant 
temperature in a bath*
Upon applying Stefan*Boltsinann law to his results 
he found that the constant for the two bright wires rose 
with temperature, being at 130°C excess temperature about 
~ 0*14 x 1G~*^ and 0*19 x 10"*^ for a temperature excess 
of 1085°C* The two results were not quite the same, a
fact which attributed to varying degrees of polish*
The oxide covered, wire gave anomalous results, sometimes 
giving a constant, rising with f and at other times - a
decreasing value* The average result for the black wire
Bottomley used a similar apparatus, but had a copper 
tube for enclosure* k typical result for a bright platinum
Considering the possibility of error in this type of 
experiment it cannot be claimed as did, Schleiemacher & Bottomley 
that the Stefan-B'oltamann law is proved untrue. Besides the 
difficulty of accurately determining the' loss due to 
conductivity along the supports, glass tube etc., no account 
was taken of any possible conductivity of the residual air, 
or of occlusion of gas toy the platinum. The fact that the
m-\o
gave a constant * 0*65 x 10
«*! Pwire gave a constant 0*18 x 10 for temperature 300°G
rising to 0*42 x 10 at 800°C*
for a bl&ek-oxid© coated wire, cannot be accepted at all,
as copper oxide is kno^a to attack platinum at high
temperatures, and the radiation observed was from the
surface composed of some very doubtful compound ©f copper
oxide and platinum* This would no doubt account for
Schleiermaeher*s variable results with this wire. Tho
outer coat of copper oxide stay very possibly have been
at a much lower temperature than those • shown by electrical
observations for t h# wiret this sight account largely for
the low figure obtained*
Bottomley tsmd# further experiments upon tho subject,
this time using a heated copper sphere, 4 css* diameter,
suspended concentrically in a hollow sphere of 12 cms*
diameter. The outer sphere was kept in a constant
temperature bath, and the annular space was evacuated to
a fraction of & millionth of an atmosphere* The temperature
©f the surfaces were taken by thermocouples*
His experimental figures give many -unexpected irregular**
Itles. Using a polished silvered surface- he obtained a
—12
value foy the constant of 0*248 - 0*253 x 10 for
temperatures ..,8-0 - 90°C* Another similar surface gave a
constant decreasing from 0*091 x to 0*078 x 10*^ for
temperatures 175 to S08°0, and then again rising to 0*191 x 
*»! *'
10 for temperature 250°0* The same surface the following 
day gave a steadily decreasing value of K, of & 8  5 to 0*27
O '
x 10** for & similar range of temperature*
The different values obtained for what is apparently 
the same kind of surface were explained by Bofctomley as 
being due to a difference in polish, caused by slight surface
Bottomley further used th© same apparatus to determine
the loss from sooted surfaces* 1 typical example gives an
•12
average value for K of 0*94 x 10 # which value seems to
vary with temperature in no regular manner*
fixe irregularity of the results of Sehleiermaeher 
and Bofctomley indicate the need for more delicate means of 
measurement and more accurate apparatus*
In view of the failure of.these investigators to adapt
the Stefan-Boits&sann law to any and. every surface, -an attempt
12.was made by Weber "*' to account for all these by a new law, 
which ho deduced from experiments upon electric lamp filaments* 
Els relation for the radiation lost by a body m s ,
Hp s C If g p  b fi®
where C is a constant depending upon the surface condition 
a and b are constant for all bodies*
Since’ I F P r b  is a constant, quantity
m 
a 4 i
H « C T, e 2* 1
where 0 will depend upon the surface* 
a is given equal to 0 *0 0 4 3 *
In an enclosure, temperature fQ
%  » c (I’i © a q  - t0 c a x’°) 
l!hia will reduce, by giving a and © their respective values, to 
Hy .  C { %  x  1 *0 0 4 3  T1 -  Tq x 1 .0 0 4 3  Tu )
c
Weber*s valu© of C for a' carbon coated surface is 1*7Q x 10 *
Weber* claims that this formula, when applied to Schl©iemmeher 
and Bottomleyts results gives much better concordance than 
does St@f&n~Bolt&mann law# Sow far this is true may be 
seen by a glance at the comparative results from Bbttomleyf8
bo admitted that Weber1& formula fits the observed facts j
any more accurately than that of Stefan, j
Hie results fi)r a black body* using Weber’s value for carbon:
are compared with results of other formulas,, shown in fig*X*
15*
Stevens found that the radiation from a clean bright j 
Iron surface gave better results with Weber1a formula than 
with St©fan~B0lfcm&nn# for temperatures 15 * 110GC* this
!I
however seems to be an isolated oast*
£ 4 ,
Experimenting upon polished platinum* Wilson and Gray 
found that the radiationcompared with that from a blackened 
surface, increased with temperature* that Is, the constant 
(applying Stefan-Bolt suaann or Weber’s law}* increased with 
temperature* To account for tha radiation observed in their 
experiments they deduced a relation
Hj, s a  (X -g  -  t | )  +  to ( f |  -  X4 )
where a and b are constants, depending upon the surface*
This process, of obtaining a formula to fit the results
from any particular surface can no doubt be followed ad •
infinitums it remains however to produce a formula of
universal application*
15*Petavel,'" again using a platinum surface* found that 
his results were quite similar to those of Bottom!©y and 
Schlciermaoher * Using high tempo na tures to avoid error 
due to temperature of the enclosure, he found that Weber* s 
law fitted his results better than Stefan’s* Incidentally 
his figures show that the loss from this particular surface 
varied almost directly with the fifth power of the absolute 
temperature*
made to teat the fourth power law by accurate 0 ^periment, on t) 
"basis laid down by Bolfcsmann*
10 *
Tim experiments of Bummer and Bringshein" ar© typical 
of the move accurate work done at this period, and a 
description of their apparatus and methods will apply t o - 
all the others except for certain minor modifications*
J>,
N
n 0
6
F«c\.
Briefly the above diagram represents the fundamentals for 
hummer and Bring shells apparatus* 0 Is a constant 
temperature bath in the ease of low temperaturos* and an 
electrically heated muffle for higher temperatures* The 
temperature of C can h© kept stationary at any required 
value' by delicate adjustment* 1 is a hollow enclosure* 
in this case a sphere, protruding Into the constant 
temperature container, and, having only a narrow opening*
T* Is a thermo-eXement for measuring > the exact temperaturo 
of the enclosure* Exactly'opposite the opening of the 
enclosure a diaphragm B1 is placed, having an opening the 
same shape and sisses this, cuts off any but direct rays, and 
Is water-cooled to prevent It affecting the second diaphragm
B * Bp has a similar opening, tdilcli can be closed by means
*e3 ■ **
thermocouple* Ifeen ih# shutter is raised, radiation passes 
direct from the enclosure to the telemeter B, where its 
quantity Is measured* The bolometer requires to have its 
m v o  corrected from time to tim *  for which purpose the radia­
tion can bo out off by dropping the shutter.
It earn ha proved that a eons taut temperature enclosure 
radiates as a black body whatever its surface condition*
It is therefore more accurate to depend upon a glimpse of 
such an enclosure through a eomp&r&tively small opening as 
a black body, than to prepare such a surface by means of 
carbon or platinum black* To get a perfect and permanent 
black body by the latter means, requires great skill, and 
adherence to definite conditions of preparation# In any 
case they are liable to alter whan subjected to. high temperature 
Bummer and Fringshein used the above.apparatus for
temperatures of 100 • 13O0°C* The value of the constant
•12obtained varied between 1*21 ~ 1*27 x 10 giving a mean 
value of 1*24 x lS^. The variation showed bo increase 
or decrease with temperature, and was assumed to be due to 
slight error in experiment*
Many similar investigations have been carried out, 
maihly to dotermine accurately the absolute value of the 
Stefan-Bolt&mann constant*
Essentially the same apparatus has- been used by all 
workers,but modifications have been introduced to give 
greater accuracy* The black body enclosure has been 
improved to give more certain temperatures, and to reproduce 
more nearly the black body effect* External effects, such 
as reflected rays or stray radiation have been more carefully
strips acting as thermocouple junctions* Whilst these
are hut refinements* two errors of groat Importance have
been eliminated# The first Is the absorption of energy du©
to the presence of water vapour and carbon dioxide in the
apparatus* Both these are known to possess absorption bands
corresponding to the wave-lengths of normal temperatures•
is fault has been eliminated either by applying a correction
fop the absorption, obtained by separate .experiment* or by '
replacing tho air by pure nitrogen* which does not affect
the radiation. This method was used by Mendenhall and 
18*
Forsythe to compare Wienfa optical scale baaed on his 
distribution law with the Stofan-Boltsmann law* for 
temperatures from 1063 - 1549*0♦ Hie second error arose from 
the fact that the surface of the bolometer# thermopile# etc** 
was not a perfect blade body* I*©** did not absorb the whole 
of the incident radiation* A correction of about two per 
cent is usually required to give correct results.
It would appear that to obtain the most perfect *black1
surface# great care is needed* A carbon surface reflects a
considerable amount of long waves# and must be kept to a
very definite thickness. A layer too thin may not completely
cover the metal surfaces a layer too thick may give low
results owing to bad conductivity to the metal# and consequent
re-radiation. Flatlnum black gives the best surface for
long waves®d Is a good conductor*
19
Coblent % *made a survey of all the past methods# and 
Improved the apparatus to compensate for- or eliminate all 
errors: ha obtained a value for the Stefan-Boltsmaxm constant
cf 1*370* this is about an average of all the previous *
JL « OOD X JLW
The following Is a list of the chief experimenters# and
their results for the absolute constant ks~
80# -12
Kurlbaum 1898 1*306 x 10
21
Fery 1909 1.500
Bauer 1909 1*269
1910 1*362
23.
Todd 1909 1.312
24*
Valentlner 1910 1.336
F ery ’ 1911 1.559
1912 1.485
&*•**£ #
Shakespear 1918 1.385
27.
Gerlaeii 1918 1*413
8 8.
Wesipiaal 1912 1.327
1913 1.334
29#
Keen© ■ 1913 1 *411
The convincing proofs afforded by th© shove workers 
of the Stefsn-Boltsmim law applied to black body radiation 
established Its acceptance as a fundamental law* 2n view 
of this and before proceeding to consider further experimental 
work, it will be well to consider other accepted laws and 
definitions#
energy incident,
A energy absorbed
incident
For other than black bodies, this value Bay w r y
with the typo of surface, the temperature and the wave- 
length of the radiation.
Emissive power (E) is defined as the energy radiated per 
unit surface per unit time. Unis will also depend upon 
the type of surface, temperature and wav©-length of the 
radiated energy*
Th® absolute emissive■power Is th© radiant energy given 
out per cm**- per second, by a surface at 1*A to an enclosure
Klrehhofff s law states that fo * the same wave-length andi n         i-»HW'«*■»-» inmitMat
temperature the ratio between emissive power and absorptive 
power is the same for all bodies and equals the emissive 
power of a black body, i*©*
Obviously the law states that any surface having 
a large ©missive power will have a large absorptive power 
in the m m &  ratio when compared with the respective amounts 
for a black body, and vice versa*
■ Prom the Stefsa-Boltsiaam law It follows that the 
absolute ©missive. power for a black body is equal to the 
constant of that law (K)*
fhe reflect!ve power of a ‘surface is the ratio between 
the radiation reflected and. the radiation incident*
at O0JU
» • i i  *  X — A
The emissivity, a term commonly used (and commonly 
misused) is now understood to denote the ratio of the
energy emitted by a surface, and the energy emitted by 
a black body tinder similar conditions of temperature and 
wave-length. By consideration of the previous laws, 
this will have the same value as the absorptive power.
.Efforts ware now made to try and make the Stefan-Boltsmann 
law fit the results for any surface* The methods of 
Bottomley and Schlelermaeher were Improved upon by the 
perfection of the thermopile etc*, so that the radiation 
could be directly measured, instead of being computed from
heating effects.
50.
Wiedebmrg, obtained values for metal surfaces, all 
highly polished* fhe values were obtained-by thermopile 
for temperatures about 1G0°C« Expressing the emisslvity 
of Ag as 100, he gave the following figures?-
Ag 100 Bi 278
Cu 101 Brass 109
MtA IDS German Af 123
AX 107 Steel 131
j^lrv 103 Mangamin 132
ca 116 Kheotan 158
Si 116 30$ (En/Cu 162
Sty'K IS 2
ft 125
Fb 136
Sh 227
WAta. l i t  S i . AAA VW *  Vj.V4.,*.v~ VV-.. W.
radiation*
l a n g m u l r gave a number of results for metallic
surfaces.obtained incidentally from a study upon loss of 
heat by connection* Using a flat plate of metal hosted 
electrically, he calculated the radiation loss from polished
Knowing the temperature of the metal plat© the value 
©f A can be calculated from Wien’s law*
» — 0*29
Hagen and Eubens1 formula was deduced from experiments 
with polished metals* fh© reflected energy of an arc lamp 
from a metallic mirror was analysed speetromeirlo&lly, each 
bundle of wave-lengths being focussed separately upon a 
thermopile situated at the ©ye-pioca of a spectrometer*
fbeir values of reflectivity for some metals at about 
*1*5 A wave-length ares-
silver by Eagan and Rubens?*^ * formula 
whore B « energy radiated
- electrical conductivity
A z wav© length of maximum radiation for 
given temperatures*
T
Ag 98*4^
Ft 79*0£
Steel 71 *9^
A*tL 97.3^
Cu 94*5%
It is a difficult point to decide to which degree 
of polish Hagen, and Eubens formula will correspond* and 
which degree of polish obtained at the time of the experiment*
calculation roe their accuracy. Furthermore tlx© value of
the constant in Wien*a law is 0*29 only for black bodies*
far 'polished platinum it is of tlx© order of 0*25 { m m  E^er
34.
Griffiths* Adopting the calculated vain© of 1 for his
silver plat© h© found the loss due to convection from this 
plate*
Assuming equal convection losses from all surfaces* he 
obtained the radiation loss from each succeeding metal*
faking the mean value of the constant for temperatures 
50-600 °0 t the following are expressed as percentage ©mlssivity,
On - oxidised 72
11 - ealorised 26
Silver 3
Cast Fe bright 22
11 ® oxidised 62
A1 paint 50
/iSjuonamal 37
'Monel natal bright 43 
8 n oxidised 43
Langrsulr#s results do not show any systematic variation 
with temperature excess, and are averages of rather widely 
varying figures* fh© method used is hardly conducive to good 
results for radiation, though it say be for convection*
j
the emissivlty for a surface of nickel oxide was j
36* I
examined by Eandolph and Overholser, who heated a bright, nickel
disc to 606*0 and then js©asured the radiation from the
resulting oxidised surface at temperatures from. 2000 - 600°*
Tmj compared the radiation with that from a hollow east-iron
pip© electrically heatad* In each ease the radiant energy j
was received direct by an absorption pyrometer* fhis
investigation was carried further by Burgess and Foot©, *
zo ror temperatures 200-
!1o doubt, in this instance, the effect of the smooth,
finely grained layer of oxide formed by m r e  superficial
oxidation, would give a surface reflecting more rays tb&n
would a layer of precipitated nickel oxide* This may
account for the rather low value at low temperature.
Burgess and Foote further determined the ©missiviiy of
iron oxide, such as is produced upon iron and steel by
ordinary weathering* The values obtained show it to vary
be tween Q5fi - 89|s fa* a range of temperature 500 - 1200°C*
Being electrically heated iron tubes they found a considerable
drop in temperature from the tubs to the outer oxide surface,
a fast which m j  give grievous error if it is neglected*.
Further experiments by Burgess and Foote gave the emtssivlty
for rusty iron as 100 - 940 for temperaturesSOO - 1Q60°C*
Work by Bldwell* has shown that the ©misslirity of
polished metal surfaces when examined in an atmosphere of
nitrogen or hydrogen show a fairly constant value For
temperature 700 - 190O®0* Be also showed that there was
no change upon molting when the surface remained free from
SB *
any oxidation* Stubbs and Brideaux*, ‘'liowever, found that
a sharp change took place upon change of state*
Work upon metals under such circumstances is rarely
applicable in chemical engineering practice, and hence is
of little value here*
30*
Walmsier, using an improved modification ©f Bottomless 
concentric spheres apparatus obtained a number of values 
applicable to common surfaces. Be used a vacuum, but 
allowed for heat lost from the inner hotter sphere to the 
cooled outer sphere by conduction* ih© surface -of the 
surrounding sphere was maintained as a black body being
Lamp black 
Brass (dull)
Copper (lightly polished) 
Wrought F© oxidised
1*23 x 10'
0*295 X 10
12
Zinc
highly polished
1*222
0*368
0*271
Lime mortar
Cast P© {? surface) 1*218 - 1*278 (42-246°C) 
1*224 - 1*143 (21-83°C)
Considering his low value for lamp-black (usually about 
1*30} th© reminder of his results may be similarly low*
A splendid piece of work was clone by Coblentz . in 1916f 
when he determined the reflectivity of various surfaces for 
a wide rang© of wave-lengths#
He employed, a box-shaped container A, housing a hemispherical 
sift* ror Bf a small hoi© 0 piercing the container and. the 
mirror allowed the radiation to enter and imping© upon a 
small block 15 upon which the experimental specimen was 
mounted• D was so arranged that reflected light was again 
ref lac tod from B* and brought to a focus upon f# a thermopile 
If the position of the thermopile Is changed over with B* 
a measure of the total energy is obtained and hence the 
reflectivity of the specimen* the sources of the r&diati* ■ 
used wore acetylene and h%mmn flame a* the rays, being
tli© loss or son?©- reflected rays through th© opening*
A list of the reflectivities {expressed as percentages) 
are given for various pigments, paints, materials, etc*?
Wave length max: 0*54 ^yU 0.60 0.95 4.4/^{A- 8.8 24
Cobalt oxide ~ 3*02
3.9)
4.0)
2.5)
13.9
14.6)
11.3) 5.9
Copper 11 23.5 15.2 - 4.4
* 24*1 27.0 44 « 6 52.9 ! 5.0 ; 8.2
Lead oxide §1*8 «* 50.0 5 25*0 1 9.5
Hod iron oxide - 26 *3 41*0 29.9 : 3.7 9.1
Yitlnm oxido m 73*8 54.4 ; 11 *1 1 10.
Load ehromt© 61.2 70.2 41.2 ; 4.7 ! 7.4
Alum. oxide 84.1 87.7 20.8 2.3) : 
1 .6 ) ‘ 6*8
Zinc oxide 82.2. 86.4 8.5 3*2) 
2.1) :
5.1
Magnesium oxide 86.3 16.0 2*5 9.1
Calcium oxide 85.4 22.3 ; 5*6 6.2
Zirconium oxide 83.2 85.8 84.1 23.2 5.1 5.4
Load Co^ •* 86.8)'90*8}
89.9) 92.8) 
94.6)
29.2 : 8.3) : 
13.2):
6.9
(\c. C©* 0 **
«» 85.2 89.4 10.8 :' 4*1 8.8
White paper 71.7)
73*4)
74.7 18.2 5.0
White paper(Bond) ' 75.2 10.3
Feldspar 86.7 38.2 14.8 9.7
Bluestone : 18.4 8.1 17.6 ;11.0
Quartz powder 81.0. 41*5 7.9}
13.4) 9*0
Bed brick - 30.1 12.4
White marble
unpolished 53*5 6*4 5.1
Limestone 42*9 20*3 5.0
Slate 6*7 20.0
Voiret Black .1*75 3.56 2*7
Green Leaf
(tulip tree) 21.9 38.0 5*6
It is readily understood that a high reflecting power 
signifies a low absorptive power and hence a low emissive
power* from a casual glance at the above list It is seen 
that ti general the substances have a fairly high reflecting 
power in the visible spectrum* the power lessening towards 
the longer rmjs, whore all the surfaces have a reflecting 
power of the same order of Magnitude* Whilst the dark 
coloured pigments reflect badly for small wave lengths# 
and the white pigments have a high reflectivity for the 
same range9 thoj both, finish for the longer rays s& th the 
same reflectivity* Although the figures in' the 8*8*ccolumn 
(the wavelength corresponding to ordinary temperatures} 
show some variation among themselves* they cannot be accepted 
too rigidly, as large errors are shown in a number of 
duplicate determinations*
fwo Interesting Items in th© above list call for 
attention. The first is the reason for using white 
paints for covering buildingsf roofs, etc. which are 
exposed to direct rays. Most such paints are made with 
zinc oxide or load carbonate as basc* those two show a 
high reflectivity for waves received in greatest quantity 
from the sun, and a high amissivity for radiation of normal 
temperaturea. Hence any radiation absorbed by.the paint
will depend upon the relative values for the reflectivities 
given in the above table* The second is the foot that 
ordinary roofing slate, absorbs nearly all the solar 
radiation and I® but a poor radiator* of the longer beat rays* 
It is to be noted how constant the value remains throughout 
the spectrum far black velvet*
Coblents, in M s  commentary, says that substances of 
highly metallic nature reflect to a greater extent than 
others Is the 7*-9^  region# . This applies to silicates, 
carbonates and. sulphates, pigments of which should be 
avoided for painting exteriors* Further, he points out 
that these metallic compounds depend to .some extent upon the 
fineness of grain In the layer, whilst others, e.g* Xx^>. 
do not suffer change of ©sslasivity with else of grain* - 
Ee shows also that a highly reflecting surface can be 
produced from a layer of transparent substances this 
Is accounted for by the as sumption that the ray is 
Internally reflected and refracted so many times that the 
chances are that the ray will eventually ©scape from the 
surface* This, needless to say, will depend upon the 
thickness of the layer*
the main point of Interest now is to investigate the 
possibility of.accounting for the result of the various 
experiments by some common formula* Hie main Issue is
expel’irents of Boiiosley Schlelerm&chor, Fetavel and others 
on the nobl© ratals, show an increase in emissivity with 
temperature* As the increase is found to he fairly regular 
there is no doubt that an equation could to found for each 
particular metal.* Hils in fact was done by Wilson, and 
Gray {mentioned previously) for the metal platinum* For 
etomle&l engine ©ring practice* however, very little is 
seen of the noble setaIs being w cloyed* Most metals of 
general applicability ore liable to tarnish vary easily Mien 
exposed to air* especially when touted at ito same time*
It was shown by Bidwell that such metals showed little 
alteration In emissivity when protected from oxidation 
but such a condition is rare, so it is necessary to 
consider the oxidised, surface* It has- been shown by Cohlents* 
Ban&olph and Overholser* Burgess and Foote, Walmsler*
Pec3e&, and others that the commoner natal oxides have a 
high emlssivity at low- temperatures* usually about 90$* 
a figure which remaina fairly constant over a largo range 
of temperatures* for metals such as silver, brass and 
aluminium and their alloys which oxidise only to a slight 
extent by forming a vary thin oxide layer, the emissivity 
apparently varies with the extent of oxidation or tarnish, 
most probably eventually remaining fixed whan the oxidation 
has gone as far as it can under the existing conditions.
fh® large emiaslvity found by most workers for rusted 
Iron etc*, is probably duo to the. oxide forming on the surface 
Innumerable small cavities, each functioning as a black body* 
Such an explanation would certainly account for the low 
reflecting of white pigments for the longer rays: colour
the irregular surface*
The miscellaneous class of surfaces have in general 
a large eraissivity at ordinary temperatures* This is 
evidenced by the results of Feclet and Coblent^, who found 
such surfaces to have an emisslvity of 85-95$ for ordinary 
temperatures* Thera Is, however, this difference from 
metallic emlsftlvity, that the value apparently decreases 
with increased temperature* Very little work shows any 
evidence for this, beside the comprehensive results of 
Coblentx* Wain? slop, however, shows a decrease for lime 
mortar of 90$ to 83$ for temperatures up to 85 *
However possible it m y  be to obtain empirical formulas 
to fit the bright surfaces of the noble metals Individually 
it has been shown that no common formula has bean found to 
account for them all (c#f* Weber and Stefan BoXtsttaann law 
applied to Bottomless and Sehlelermseher* a results)*
Furthermore it Is conclusively proved by the results, of Coblcnts 
that no common formula can cover the results obtained with 
the particular surfaces used in his investigations * It Is 
evident f ?*ons a glance at his figures that the various surfaces 
have absorptions bands of different strengths, securing at 
various points of the spectrum*
It .should be noted, however, that although a surface 
may show a low emisslvity for a given wave-length* the 
general emissivity for that surface, at a temperature which 
would, produce radiation containing that wave-length as a 
maximum using a black body, m j  still be fairly high*
In the Fig* ?, this phenomenon is shown di&grammatleally*
Curves I, II and III eta. are energy curves for 
temperatures Tg etc*, for a particular surface.
Assuming two absorption bands at L and N, near the 
maximum ^ for it is seen that they occupy only a portion 
of the total energy as denoted by tbe area beneath the curto. 
these particular bands trill have less effect upon the 
absorption at higher temperatures T% and l*g as they will 
appear to the right of the maximum. Furthermore it cannot be 
assumed that the proportion of absorption at a given wave-* 
length will remain constant at all temperatures*
Whilst the emissivity may in general remain fairly 
constant over a small range of temperature., no universal law 
can obtain#
St efan-Bolt&m&an la?. -111 be applicable to that surface when 
a modified constant is used.
In the Stef&n-Boi tsmann equations-
E s G (T,4 - 1 4 )T 1 0 '
€ is equal to the absolute emissive power of a black body
(proved above}*
Bmlssivlfcy s actual emissive power
Black body * n
trl
z llr s■ ■■ i i in | ^
li
r
1where H~ is the emissive power of given surface
i*e* *» K H
r in p
The new constant for the surface is therefore equal 
to the11 black body?f constant tines the emissivity*
It will only be legitimate to apply the 3tef&n~Bolt2mann 
formula to universal use, when the emissivity Is known for 
each rang© of temperature, and the requisite value used*
That the required values for the emissivity for any surface 
are not known is obvious from the scanty published data*
Except by direct determination, the only way'to arrive at 
a value for an emissivlty is by Intelligent interpretation 
of the previously described observations, and the subsequent 
choice of an approximate figure*
Having accepted the Btefan-Boltsmann law for general 
application, It will be necessary to consider ita applicability 
to heat transfer problems, such aa occur in technical practise 
with any kind of surface*
Primarily the Stefan-Boltsmann law concerns the 
radiation between two f blackr surfaces such as two infinite 
parallel planes, In a vacuum* That these conditions rarely 
occur In chemical engineering is obvious 5 it is therefore 
necessary to apply the formula to the existing conditions*
For chemical engineering plant situated -in a factory workshop 
the conditions are usually favourable to the application of 
Stefan-Boltssm&nn laws that is to say, that each point on 
the apparatus will subtend a solid hemispherical angle to 
a constant temperature enclosure* For apparatus not 
complying with this requirement, a separate formula is 
discussed later*
To consider, then, an infinite plane surface p 
having a radiation constant 0^ and at absolute temperature 
f, opposed to- an infinite parallel plane P surface 
constant CQ and absolute temperature TQ, (T^ is greater 
than a y  : it is required to find the heat exchange between
the two.
Let the? absorptive and reflective powers of the two 
surfaces be A^ Aq and Bq respectively*
from p «
0
The radiation from P^ striking will not be fully 
absorbed, and an amount Rq Q-^  will be reflected from back
to P- • Thus P_ will receive from P a quantity Q + R Q . 
r i u 0 0 1
Mow this radiant energy upon striking will again 
suffer partial reflection to the extent R^ (Qq *
This amount upon returning again to P will once more be
0
reflected to the extent (Q^ * R^ Q^)* Obviously this
process will proceed ad infinitum*
Summing up the suecessive losses from Pi we get
Q1 + B 1 (Q0 + E0% )  + E 1 R0<«0 + K0 QX ) and ...
(1)
Qi  + |Rx (Qo + RoQi J j  ^ 1 + V o  + pv ............... •*)
the total gains from P^ will be
(Q0 + RqQ^) + R R (Q + R o ) and .................
(Q„ + R_ Q, } (1 + R, Rn + R20  ) (2)
1 0 0 0 1 
>0 • *0 “V v- x K0 o Rx
The sum of (i) to infinity Is 
Qf t (Q^ 4* R0 )
(s)
1 - H q
and the sum of (2 ) to infinity is; 
Z %  *  ^ 0 ^ 1
X - Rx R0
Hence the nett loss from P_ « H
1 3
%  * E1 * R0 %  ) * * R0 • (5)
1 - R- Rrt1 0
r  1 0  "C ‘ I   .............................   ( 6 )
A1 + Ao " Ai Ao
Bow ain.ee the ©missive powers E0 of two surfaces** «&5
under the same conditions will be in the same ratio as their
respective radiation constants C~ and 0Af Klrofchoff*s law
_& &»
may be written;
^i -
A1 A o
x#e * A*» *»■ m-“j SiiG A *» c
x * o * _ j _ Q
C Q
also ^  _ 0i ^  6nfl Qq s Qq t4
*** by substituting the proper values of Q Qd A and-A
X Js 1 ^
in (6)
-  . _ . 4I _ A* -  e Cx C0 ( f x -  T0 )r
C1 + C0 . CQC1•efSMWhtiW * —    *•**
clc0 c
dividing throughout by
or more for normal temperatures• Hence will almost
always he nearly the value of C the black body constant*
JL* *«JL will be small by comparison with 1 especially 
°0 C "cT-
when Cx itself has a low value.
©le equation then reduces to s -
Hr - Ci^i - T40).....................   (8)
This. will fee the more accuratet the greater the value of
CQ and the less the value of Cx, but considering the doubt
concerning the actual values of Cx * it is as good an
approximation as can be obtained* Equation (8 ) will in
these circumstances tend to give a high result but this
may fee cancelled fey the extra loss involved fey absorption of
a certain amount of the radiation fey the water vapour and
carbon dioxide present in the surrounding atmosphere.
40
It has been shown by Musselt, using a calculation 
similar to the above, that the heat lost from a sphere 
surrounded fey a cooler surface is given byt-
H s
(9)
where B - Total radiation loss from inner surface
per unit time
Ax~ Area of inner surface
T^z Afes. temperature of inner surface
C^r Hadlatlon constant for outer surface
A ~ Area of outer surface 
0
TQ« Afes• temperature of inner surface 
GnZ Radiation constant of outer surface
If the simplifications made above to arrive at th© same 
ultimate result for both cases are not permissible, than 
either equation {7} or (9) must be used*
the ©hole© of the appropriate equation in that case will 
depend upon whether the surfaces concerned- in the heat exchange, 
approximate to parallel planes or not* For a comparatively 
small object, such as a pipe running through a room equation 
(9) reduces to equation (8) by reason of th© resultant 
& m  lines© of the factor A^#
Having obtained equations suitable for application to
general problems, it is necessary to have an accepted list
of constant values to use in conjunction with thorn* fh©
figures for emissivity given above from various workers are
scanty and much mors work is needed* lost work has been done
at one particular temperature, and. with no regard to th©
possible effects of degree of oxidation, roughness of surface,
thickness of surface layer, etc*, etc* Tho figures given
below are supported to some extent by th© empirical work of
Norton, Allen and Eowlay, and Griffiths and Davis*
4tX *
Norton,using a steam -pipe, the surface of which was
uonaiinan or m p a  neaz jlo&s
Rbw-pip© ••• »«« 11*98
fair condition *.* * * • 15*84
Rusty and black •*. **• 14*20
Fainted dull white *•• .** 14*50
Minted glossy white *.* • 12*02
Coated with eyUnder oil • •• *** 13*90
Fainted dull black «** *** 14*40
Fainted glossy black *** ••* 12*10
fheae figures of course Include an equal amount of
convection loss for each case*
4-S *Allen and Rowley, endeavouring to eliminate convection
losses# worked with an ordinary radiator in a vacuum chamber* 
Tim surface of the radiator was varied and the heat loss 
determined for each case* Such work can lead to no 
fundamental result, but the_figures obtained are of interests
Condition of surface Heat loss
m jBH'-ma-oi.MiMWi* '. hi ijwrinffwiW JW ^u iiKBwwMMioiiMinMaw wMwrmmi i,iim m u m  MBa»-'rw^*<r iw m gu rff
Cast Fe rusty *** •.« ISO
t? fJ black painted *** *•* 152
f? 11 clean *. • 188
Aluminium paint *** 131
43*
Griffiths and. Davis, fat the national Fhyslcal laboratory# 
using a polygonal shaped vessel containing water at a constant 
temperature# measured the radiation from each face by a 
thermopile* Bach face* of course* was prepared in a different 
way from its neighbours* A list of their comparative 
results iss-
Black enamel 1*0 Dull Gu u*io
Baric Green paint 1*0
White paint 1*0
fhe following table is a list of th© average results 
from th© more reliable data, and ©an toe considered the heat 
available figures for tha respective constants in the 
Stefsn~Bol tsmasrn equation for temperatures of the order 
of 100°G* In general it appears that the value for th©
metallic surfaces rises with Increase of temperature, whilst 
from th© work of Ceblenis the value for tlx© other surfaces 
seems to decrease. For want of better information* an 
increase or decrease of 20% for a range of 500°G m j  b© 
assumed* i M s  rang© of temperature will usually cover 
all problems In chemical engineering involving heat loss*
‘BuHSoi"
temp, 100°^
of- C^at
K/
Remarks
Foilshed silver 
famished silver 
Polished copper
famished copper
0*04 x 10 
0*08 .
0*06
0.20
-12
Increases with temperature 
owing to oxidation
Depending upon degree of 
tarnish
Black oxidised copper 0*95
Polished Platinum 0*15 Using to 0.19 m 1000°C
Turnup* 4*vy y X'iX !S
Polished Gold
famished Iron
QMS.
Polished Brass 
famished Brass
0*15
1*25
0*26
f*yo
0*50
oxid• Iron dependInS?
lorsm 1 oxidised state
IcrnX state of 
oxidation*
llorml state of
Polished Einc 
famished Sine
fa
Aluminium paint
Oil paints
lampblack surf ace
Ion-motallle surfaces 
Powdered materials etc*
0*70
0*00
0*80
1*00
1*26
1*50
llormal state
state
oxidation*
Value larger for dull 
and smaller for 
glossy paints*
It is a matter for considerable surprise that no 
extensive investigation has been carried out to determine the 
radiation from various eosmonpl&ee surfaces toy direct 
measurement, or in a word, to redetermine the .Peclet 
fliere seems no reason, if the surface temperature can be 
accurately determined, why this should not-be done*
equal surface temperatures the least heat Is lost by polished 
surfaces, or by surfaces treated with some metallic application* 
Hence In exposed metal work, it behoves the user to keep the 
surfaces as clean and polished as possibles for the non- 
metal lie surfaces the US# of aluminium paint will reduce the 
heat lost by radiation by about 40%. To promote heat 
dissipation it will obviously be the effort of the chemical 
engineer to Increase the value of to the utmost extent^ 
either by permitting normal oxidation or by painting*
OOHOllJSXOM *
The various laws suggested to account for radiation 
from any kind of surface are examined and found to be deficient 
in every case*
■ The Stefen-Boltzmann law, accurate for black bodies, can 
give approximate results under limited circumstances*
A list of constants applicable to the Stefan-Boltzmann 
law for the surfaces generally found. • is given* these figures 
are average values from the more reliable data*
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COHIiECTlGM.
The loss of heat from a body by connection Is caused 
by the movement of streams of the surrounding fluid due 
either to density differences sot tip by the hot body 
itself, or by mechanical agitation* As the flow of the 
fluid and hence the heat transfer from the body, i® 
governed by many physical properties of the fluid, Call 
of which say vary with conditions in different ways) and 
the shape and orientation of the body, the laws of connection 
loss arc complicated and necessarily approximate. So 
many assumptions and approximations have to be made to 
simplify the relationship that results obtained cannot bo 
accepted as accurate for general application#
two methods of approaching the problem are general#
One is to obtain by thermodynamic and hydrodynamic 
reasoning, an aquation of universal application, and then 
perhaps to narrow it down to a required isolated ease, or to 
obtain suitable constants from certain practical experiments* 
fli® second method is to perform practical experiments 
under known varying conditions and. to deduce an equation 
which can translate all the observed results.
It has been found impossible to give a universal 
equation for every possible case of connection, and it Is 
usual to find that the experiments performed have been 
too few or of a too particular nature to give adequate 
proofs to the mathematical results*
As it Is the effort of this work to obtain an expression 
capable of practical application to chemical engineering 
problems, it Is necessary'to examine closely the practical 
-and theoretical work already published, with a view to 
establish mi amicable agreement between the two*
Is usually termed ^natural connection® to distinguish It 
from 11 forced connection®f that is, connection caused by 
mechanical draught* As the two of foots are necessarily 
inseparably connected, it will he necessary to include a 
partial review of forced connection*
Connection losses from surfaces are usually dealt with 
under two headings
(1) from plana surfaces*
(0) Prom cylindrical surfaces.
In practice this usually reduces to t"m losses from 
the sides ami top of large apparatus, and the losses from 
conduit pipes*
Bcsmrkably little work has been clone upon natural 
connection loss from any shape surfaces much more work 
has been done upon ®forced connection®f although It is 
mostly of a theoretical nature* Many experimental results 
are applicable only to the peculiar eases which the authors 
considered.
VSHTXCAb P L p S  SURFACES*
A
From experiments performed upon the rate of coding
1of a thermometer in air and in vacuo # Baltrng and Petit * 
deduced an equation connecting heat lost by natural connection 
with the temperature difference between the cooling body 
and its surroundings*
who re H - loss of host in milt time from unit area 
c
K * constant depending upon shape and position of body*
p * pressure of surrounding gas.
x * constant depending upon nature of gas* 
fc^  z temperature °G of hot body*
%g * ** n 11 surrounding air#
for the purpose under consideration it m j  be assumed 
that air under atmospheric pressure is the connective fluid 
lienee px can be considered constant« The equation will,
then reduce to
n * k (t, - t_) 1,233C ' 1  y 7
This equation does not deal exclusively with plane 
surfaces, but is intended to apply to all shapes, the 
only variable dependent upon the shape being £*
2 a
feelet confirmed the above equation by means of his 
apparatus partly described unde r J?Badia ti c m  * It consisted
essentially of a water coaled enclosure in which was 
suspended bodies of various shapes and. sisas* These latter 
were hollow, and were made to eon tain hot water, the falling 
temperature of which was measured by means of a thermometer*
Each vessel contained an arrangement of paddles which
stirred the water vigorously while it cooled* Great car© 
was taken to ensure accurate readings and a large number 
of different cooling bodies was used* fMIst It can be 
accepted that the thermometer was perfectly accurate, it 
cannot be admitted that it showed the outside surface 
temperatures despite the vigorous stirring, it is fairly 
certain that a small drop In temperature occurred across the 
water - wall boundary* The water-cooled chamber measured 0*8
space connection would foe considerably restricted* in tnxs 
case the results given for the t&Her foodies may not foe so 
accura te * Bulong and Petit consider their formula to foe 
accurate for temperature excesses up to 850°C but Peclet 
did not cheek it beyond 65®C excess*
From his experiments Peelet deduced values £>r K for 
vertical planes, spheres and cylinders*
for planes K is given, by the relations*
where {in C*G*S. units).
Cp ~ specified boat of gas at constant pressure, 
g s gravity constant 
k * conductivity of gas* 
u » viscosity of gas 
h » height of plane 
T a Absolute 0as temperature 
d - density of gas
- temperature of foody °C 
~ fenperature of surroundings **G
For air at 300 °C the following values of the constants are
4 *
applicable {Kaye and Lafoy )
2
when Hc e heat lost in.cals* per cm per sec. 
h st height ©f plane in cm.
3 #
foorents, co^gj^^^g vertical walls, obtained a 
theoretical equations*
^  u h f
U 2 1*^3 X 10**^  grms. per cm. per sec.
T z 5C0°A
* 2
cl * 1*895 X 10 grms. per cm
%plaeing in the original equation, the following is 
obtainedi«
Ho=10.0 X 10~5 (tj - t0 } 6/4 h'1/^ 4
Lormtz tested M s  formula © xperlmontally by means of 
an electrically heated square plate 11 ems* square. He 
seems to h a w  prowed his formula to M s  satisfaction, the 
only variance shown by eKperim©n% being that M s  eons tan t 
was too email# His experiments were interpreted by the 
aquation
Hc s 12.5 x 1CT5 (tx - t0 ) 5//4 h
Experiments made with a plate of one else only, however,
could not p r o w  that II depended upon the fourth root of theo
height, and the error In the constant may be accounted for 
by inaccuracy in the height factor*
Pv
Lsngmuir^* used an electrically heated plate of 
polished metallic silver of one sis© only, 15 cm square.
By calculating the 'radiation as previously described, 
finding total heat lost by current and potential measurementsf 
and allowing for conduct!on losses, he deduced the loss dn© 
to connection*.
langmlr regarded connection from the film conception 
point of view*, namely that the hot surface is bordered by 
a layer of gas of definite thickness through which the heat 
Is conducted to the surrounding air* At the outer surface
of the gas film the heat is assumed to be carried away by
ductility of the g&s, which itself will vary with the 
temperature#
Ssalticling the possible effects of the change of 
viscosity, specific heat, and density of the gas with 
temperature, Bangmuir obtained an equation allowing for the 
change of conductivity with temperature, and. assuming a 
constant film thickness*
fi
r 1 w t  - r° kdt
6 <«)0 ®'-o
B
where B * film thickness in ems*
By replacing observed values of E0 and f In the above
equation Bangmuir found that B remained constant at all
temperatures, and was equal to 0,45 cm, The equation •
therefor© reducea to
T„ JP,
H (J 1 kdt * ° kdt} #
C c/o
By plotting Langmuiir1® experiment&l results a curve la
obtained giving
„ , f c  * * 1*85
c 1 0
If thC values of H and t given by M s  formula are
c
plotted
S f 4* «* t
c 1 0 } Is obtained*
' la Langmulr did not do ter nine the effect of height; upon 
the heat loss tils results can only be accepted as valid for
the height of 15 cms*
Hence Langmuirfs results may b e •represented by the 
the simpler formula •
” © X v
*~0
a value of K » 4*7 z 18 is obtained*
H = 4,7 X 10*’5 (t, - t„) 1'M ’0 *■ X 0
Langmair compares his experimental results with figure a 
given by application of X*oronts,s formula and he finds hie 
are lower than *lorenfczfs theoretical formula• Unfortunately
Langmuir has need the value for C in Borent$}s equa tion 
instead of 0 which Lorests required* substituting Cv
A
by 0 has the effect of increasing the theoretical value 
P
by about 8fs# and of leaving Langmuir’s results still further 
behind those of liorents*
She constant thickness film theory requires that the film
remains the same thickness not only at all temperatures but
for any height of the plane* As previously slated, XAngssolr
did not examine this point*
fho variation of heat loss was more closely studied by 
8 •
Griffiths and bavis who experimented upon vortical pianos 
and vortical cylinders of heights varying between 5 and 
260 cms» They found that
Hg - K (tx - t0 ) 5/4
K varying with fch® height of the plane but found that B0 did 
not vary with the height of the plane according to any 
simple law, such as that given, by torenta* By using a 9ft 
wall consisting of separate electrically heated elements* it 
m s  found that the loss per unit area up to a height of 20 cms* 
gradually decreased, .then slightly increased to a constant 
loss Independent of height* the loss obtained from each 
independent element is shown by the dotted line, whilst
By measuring the velocity streams in the neighbourhood 
of the wall, it was shown that velocity increased up to 
the point where constant heat loss obtained and than 
remained constant* Griffiths and Davis accounted for the 
two' phenomena by supposing that the rising cold air 
gradually became warmer, (fcbus talcing less heat from the 
wall), and increased in velocity until a turbulent state ' 
to© sot up, with consequent increased hem % loss*
As the maximum air velocity at- a height of BQ &m®, was 
of the order of 25**30 m / n m *  it seems quite probable that 
their conjecture is right* the critical velocity for air 
at atmospheric pressure travelling along a 2n di&iu pipe is 
about 27 cm/sec* (Walker lewis and McAdams^*}*
These two workers show that the film theory, even If 
it can fit tne experimental results, does not by any means 
give a sound account of the actual mechanism of connection* 
It is found that outside the 0*43 limit there are 
considerable velocity streams, which extend further from 
the plate with increasing height of plane# Moreover, 
whilst the temperature drop at the base of the plane occurs 
wholly within 0*5 cm, it extends much further from the plane 
at greater heights. it seems quit© certain that the film 
theory has not been given all the consideration that it 
merits»
Griffiths and Davis give a theoretical relationship 
connecting natural connection loss with the properties and 
conditions of the connecting medium, which they claim fits 
the results of their experiments* It is obtained by the 
application of the principle of Similitudes it iss
where % s t0iap* excess plane above is is*#
1 m linear dimension of eooXing body*
© * capacity Of beat of the air per unit voi*
a * coefficient of expansion of the fluid*
. g s acceleration due to gravity#
v » kinomatieul viscosity#
.n & x * are mlm-Own constants#
According to the kinetic theory of gases c v is
k
a constant quantity, hence it m j  bo eliminated from the 
aquation*
XI at (k tl / _& „3 .'0 h \e X a g t )( c l a
t k2&* j
If* for a mode rata temperature range* we assume ©* g f a 
and. k to be constant* then t and. 1 are the only variables*
Hc = _ t _ k  (t (i)
X
It is said that this equation d m s fife the facts of the 
experiment* hence It can be m Id that H ^  % W &
Replacing in the above equation
H . K I"1/4 .t5/4
C
which ig ^aw 0f t&3*®ntz again#
Hene© it would seem that if the above does fit the 
r©stilts* then the heat loss must vary with despite
the statement to the contrary#
The curve obtained by plotting equation (X) shows that 
at its upper extremity L!e^  t4^3, and Griffiths and Devis«s 
results for very high planes show this to bo true for thm
highest points. If now this value is replaced in equation (1)
showing H0 to ha independent of height at this point*
This seems strong supporting evidence that the heat loss 
remains independent of height above a certain height#
It is highly probable from a consideration of all the 
results that a law similar to that of t&rantz holds good for 
small heights up to 20 ©ms*# beyond which the index of the 
height factor, Increases from » f> to &ero# at a height of 
60 ems#, after which the height has no effect upon the 
mean heat loss per unit area*
Hie values of H given by the various equations mentioned 
above are- plotted against the height of m plan© for a 
temperature excess of 100°Q in fig* If XI*
It is interesting to note from the figure that for 
small heights up to 10 ems* P@ol@tfs and Griffiths and 
Davis*g formulas gim  closely corresponding results#
Above this height Peclet gets higher results decreasing» 
however* to the same constant loss at great heights as 
obtained by Griffiths and Bavis* The theoretical results 
of Lorenta give a. curve similar to that of Griffiths 
and La vis* hut considerably displaced to the left; the 
curve given by his corrected formula almost eoimldes with 
that of Griffiths and Davis in the region of 30 ©ms* 
height* but gives lower values for heights under 20 css#
Hie point m r ’kod tA < shows the position of Lorent&*s o m  
experimental result from wh%eh the whole curve is predicted*
It is noteworthy that for heights beneath SO caisu Griffiths 
and Davis1 s formula gives a curve similar In shape to that 
of Lomots* which shows- further evidence of a h m^ 4  law 
holdings Lorents* however* persists In the height factor 
beyond SO m m  whereas Griffiths and Davis show that H
e
remains definitely independent of height- above SO ©ms*
mentioned no height factor* so it is assumed that lie intends 
his results to apply to q uv height * Despite the remarkably 
low results obtained with a plate of 15 0 13* height, It is 
seen that whan produced vertically upward the value of B
e
approximates to the constant value of Griffiths and Davis, and 
feclet. This m y  he quite incidental or may he due to Hue 
possibility that Dangmuir exposed M s  plate to air which, 
having already been heated by sorts© means nearer the floor of 
the room, was already In the turbulent state mentioned by 
Griffiths and Davis*
In view of the fact that the two most comprehensive 
sets of results agree together so well, and that all 
experimenters find that B varies with (t^ * ^jl#25 03* 
thereabouts., it Is intended for this work to accept the 
formula offered by Griffiths and Davis* This Is accepted 
in pr@fe.ranc© to that of Feolct because of its more recent . 
determination, arid that the experimental methods are -open 
to loss criticism than those of Faciet*
Bene© for vertical planes losing heat by connection 
to surrounding still air, the heat loss Is represented byj*
H0 s K (tj. - to )U 2 B
where E is given by** log'(A * 505 * 2*22
20
A curve connecting the value of K with h is given for 
convenience, (Fig. VIII).
found a doorcase of qQ$ in the connection less from a 
horizontal plate* *ith heated side facing downwards, when 
compared with the loss from the same surface in the vortical* 
With heated surface facing upwards m  increase of was 
obtained.
If ox* a plate 100- cms# square, Griffiths and Davis 
found an increase of 25% mim the hot surface faced upward* 
and © decrease of 351= whan it fa cod downward*
It cannot he accepted that from a horizontal surface, 
either upward or downward, will he independent of the 
linear dimension, because air streams of varying types will 
bo set up, much in the same way as those observed for 
vertical pianos*
To consider- a surface S facing upwardj initially tha 
heated air will a
which will swoop horizontally - cm to the plate, increasing 
in temperature, until the streams meet in the centre, 
forming a hind of vortex Motion* The limits of this 
condition will m  doubt he- governed to soma extent by the
linear dimensions of the surface* .
The movement of the air from a surface facing horizontally
-downwards will no doubt follow'some similar scheme as in
riq. n 1
to be replaced by incoming air fro© B and B
I t  S00IBS fairly CIOytiSS.ll. that tll0 loss .p@r Unit S3?OS
cannot be constant over the whole surface as streams of air
increasing in temperature will be passing from the centre
to the edges of the plan® which temperature rise will
depend upon fchs dimension. of the plane*
By applying the results of Griffiths and Davis*s
observations to horizontal surfaces, it can safely ba
assumed that 1L will decrease with extent of surface ■ 
c
somewhat in the same way as with vertical heights. As no 
work has boon published dealing with this point, it only 
remains to accept 0?l£flth3 and Davis*s figures {given above) 
for surfaces of any extent, until further evidone® is 
produced*
Bene®, wasatisfactory as it m y  ho, a decrease of 35^ 
on vortical mines applying to the particular linear 
dimension is accepted for horizontal surfaces facing downward, 
fiBd an increase of BB% for those facing upward,
kot-ixontal
lor m boftog surface that is not square, presumably an
average value of the boundaries will apply.
included on Fig* fill are given curves connecting ih® 
tentative value of &  with the average boundary dimension 
for the two kinds of surface*
Experimental work is urgently required to settle the 
above problems, before any reliable rules can b® given*
that the saia© laws apply to vertical cylinders as for 
vertical planes* As the air streams produced around a 
heated cylinder would he essentially the same as along 
the surface of a piano, provided, the cylinder does not 
assume too small proportions, it is fairly safe to accept 
the above generalisation as true#
i p K T Z Q w m s  c m  s m m  *
Ibe only published work of mij importance concerning
natural conneotion from horizontal cylinders has bean 
£*
clone by Pec lot# Searly all the work in this direction
has been done with a view to determining heat-transmission 
for problems connected with tubular heaters, boilers, super­
heaters, etc*, under the special conditions required by the 
.experimenters# lost of these experiments have been for the 
requirements of industrial concerns, and few are fundamentally 
of any practical use#
For the losses from cylindrical pipes most work has 
h m n  done with mechanically produced draughts running 
parallel to the direction of the pipe, and frequently inside 
the pipe* Many equations offered are extremely complex and 
unwieMly.
A fair amount of information is published concerning
whether results deduced from these experiments can be 
applied with any a©curacy to larger diameters.
To consider work dealing primarily with natural connection* 
it will ho convenient to deal with each worker individually 
and to correlate their results later*
fh e . only e©®preli©nsive research upon connection from 
horizontal cylinders of a sizo generally met with in practice 
is due to feclet* lining the s&roa apparatus as previously 
described* h© determined the losses from cylinders varying 
in'diameter from 3 to 30 cas#
In proving that Dulong and Fotlt1 s coma©tion law was 
correct* feelet evaluated the constantt and its variation 
with the radius of the cylinders# He obtained the followings*
1 0 %  - 5.717 -5- 10.51
T
where r is in eenttmotr©©*
Fedot*s results are hero subject to the errors
enumerated above * and can be accepted with the same degree of
confidence as M s  figures for plane surfaces*
8*
KenneXly**using fine wires electrically heated of 
0*0X1* 0*026 ‘tod 0*069 esudlameter, obtained a number of 
results for natural connection under varying circumstances* 
Mainly M s  work was to find the relation between the 
connection loss and the pressure of the connective fluids 
he gives a ecmplicmtad equation involving terms of 
dimension, temperature and pressure for atmospheric air*
As air of normal pressure is under consideration at the 
moment it is tmmss&rj to abstract figures from his list 
of results, which relate to the same pressure conditions.
plotting the connection loss against the temperature execas
m  a logarithmic curve, It Is round that K varies directly
with «* Tq ) (Big* XI}* Further, try obtaining from the
curves so dram, values of B for each wire for on© given
o
temperature excess (e*g* 100°}# the relation between UQ and
th® radius is obtained* By drawing a line through the
three points so given, the most reliable result obtainable
with so few experimental points. Is procured* In this
•3/4
varies with r ' *
Bonce 1! s? n (t2 - toJ
•YbOf *&
By applying the above formula to KenneXly*^ results cm
average value of & Is obtained*
•13
It is equal to 6*9 x 10
In experiments with fine wires it is vary possible that
errors may bo present, due to the vibration of the wire
caused by the eouncetion currents, or to lack of proper
oalibraticast• of the wire resistance with regard to its change
with temperature* thus causing error in the temperature
reading* I&ngsmir considers that Kennelly used too great
■a value for his radiation connectiont. namely 0*94 that for
a black body* As it is difficult to know exactly what the
surface condition of trio wire was at the time of the
experiment, and as radiation accounts for only a small
proportion of heat loss in any ease from such snail wires,
it is useless to tamper with the published results ♦
9 »
Pavis has applied his formula (mentioned above under
** Connection from piano a” )t
d lX X C  376nC0 8 Kg  C , I># u rmsm  xxtuu w u g w i i i |
gr s , j^l - V  j .
^3u tQ^'
From tfm above equation it is el ear that if values of
{t^ ~ t } and r are taken to make the right hand side 
of the equation remain constant, then it would he expected
that the corresponding value of H - r would remain constant*
t-» ~t . W1 o
For tempera tore® between 60 and 7*5*0 the relative 
value: of H r. increases by ' ■ 13^, whilst the corresponding 
ti-to
values for spheres and vortical planes decrease for the same 
range of temperature bj about 4%*
fhis shows either* that the theoretical equation does not 
apply so well to horizontal cylinders, or that Fecl®tfs 
formula does'not translate the results for horizontal 
cylinders so well as for other shapes*
By making experiments with electrically heated wires of 
*0083 cm and *0155 as* diameter, suspended in liquids, Davis, 
found that his aquation
H r  (e^ g rs a {t** i  in1 yCtj - t0 ) & Q jP
was satisfied by % z i/d to 1/10
y .s-l/8 to - 1/10
depending upon the radius of the wire, fhese being so close
he assumed that x st * y
If the. value x * 1/9 is adopted, then assuming c a g
and k to to® constant obi5 a small range of temperature
~ ^ ^ ~  fine wires#
fhis changes to
\  : K (t| • t0;) ~ for larger cylinders*
(probably of the order of greater than 10 ems* diameter)
1©*
Langmuir, following his •film1 theory* made experiments 
upon the natural connection from fin© wires* at temperatures 
varying between 1100 - 830O**0# Using the formula.
Bc s % T\ ■ f
w  1 / K d fl°ga to/* J
XL0
where to - radius of gas ^fllm®
a » radius of M r ®  
an adaptation of his formula matloaed under *Plane Surfaces11, 
applicable to cylinders, lie calculated the thickness of the
BfilaB • m  obtained results varying from 0*27 ** 0*09 cm, 
tout m  the variation did not correspond in any regular 
manner with temperature or radius, ho- took the average value, 
namely ©#41 m  the constant film thickness#
hangmnlr further, assumed, that the film thickness would 
only vary with viscosity, which caused the film, and 
density, which determined the thickness, whether the 
variation was caused toy changes In .temperature, pressure 
or nature of the gas#
However on applying M s  ’film1 equation to Eennelly*© 
connection results la still 'air at various pressures,
An average result oi. & g «««» ywb«W u % **
B 1$ the film thickness)#
6*
Griffiths and Bavis, did not publish any results of ex­
perimental work on horizontal cylinders, nor yet is -there 
may mention of muon work having been done* It seems that 
favis*3 formula (q#v*) has been accepted as true for 
horizontal cylinders, after its fairly successfu 1 application 
to Fecletfs results, and tables of values of K are given 
pertaining to such bodies, assuming H0 ~ IC f fheso
values are plotted on Fig# XXI for comparison with Peelers 
results# It will be seen that they agree fairly well
together,, especially in that I! • is independent of the
e
radius'above a certain tmxXxmm radius, (lOesas#)
For values below w ~ 1 c© 1% la. seen th t Griffiths end 
Paris give uSS
As the origin, of th-co t n  «lt* i* sot dlvcl^d very 
little, reliability can he placed in' them*
Bo more work dealing with natural connection ft am
horizontal cylinders man be found, but recourse is made
11.' IS#to some results tabulated by Fetavel * and McMillan# ' *
these are obtained from, work connected with general heat
lose from cylinders, and although no attempt was made
to derive any fundamental issue, it is possible to use the
tabulated data to- determine the c o m  ect ion* tempera tiara*
difference relation*
Fetavel used pipes of 3/4 ~ IS inches in diameter, and
determined the total heat loss by passing in steam at a
definite pressure and measuring the amount of condensate
produced« Assuming the surface to be at the same
The method, of determining heat lost by steam eoBdensamon 
method is open to great criticism. In the first place 
it is difficult to entrap the whole of the condensate 
so that it can he measured without losing any of the heat 
it contains# 'Moreover, whatever precautions arc taken to 
eliminate moisture* It is very difficult to Obtain perfectly 
dry steam, and any "**spray*1 passing through into the 
experimental pipe, will increase th© amount of apparent 
condensate* It seems that more than 20% moisture may 
ha carried over in the form of fine spray# Although with 
ordinary steam there is little temperature drop across the 
ateamVplpo-alr boundaries* it M s  been shown by McMillan 
and others that a drop of about 1° - 2°C occurs with an 
uncovered pips for steam -at temperatures 6G0 «* 200°0*
By taking Peiavelfs value for the radiation constant 
for the surface of his pipes 1*6# 6/16 of black body, 
and subtracting the resulting radiation {UT ) from his 
values, the value of H is obtained for each diameter pipe,
w
over the same range of temperature# By plotting B against 
temperature excess logarithmically, & series of straight 
lines are obtained the average .slope-of which gives 
Ho - K (tx - tQ)1,1S (Pig. XIII)
Further by plotting Be against the radius for given 
temperature excesses It is shown for small cylinders (below 
2*6 cm radius) that and (Fig* XXV)* The dependence 
upon r gradually decreases until th© radius equals 10 ems*, 
or thereabouts, when He is independent of r,
Benea for small cylinders
He s K (ta - t0 )l a 2
where E m 2*8 x *
tO aOOUt iEOBSS* *it& yjijv? »«*** w * w v v * * w * - * ~ ^   -------------------   —  *
and temperatures inaid•:./, and on fee surface of tlx© pipe 
and insulation were taken in a large number of places by 
means of thermocouples* Great care' was taken to eliminate 
errors, but It is probable that the- readings given by the 
thermocouples on t m  surface were too low# Although no 
results of fundamental use are given, results for connection 
may be obtained by assuming a radiation constant of 0*90 
black body for all the insulator surfaces, and subtracting 
th© radiation from the total loss* By plotting his figures 
and drawing an average curve it Is found that (Fig.xv.)
UC s “ Uj. - t0) {•; . 1,1 x io"5 }
As the same pipe was used throughout,, no information 
is obtainable filth regard to the effect of the radius*
Owing to- the fact that such a small amount of 
reliable information is available concerning the natural 
comecti on from pipes. It is Intended to review some of 
the more important work upon forced connectionf with a 
view to finding further evidence of the variation of B with 
temperature* radius etc#
Ser* *by passing cool air along the surface of a ■ 
vertical tube containing hot water obtained the relation 
Hc 2* K J”v" (t^ - t0)
Corrections for radiation war© made by using Peclet*® 
constants*
An Interesting sequel to this equation is demonstrated 
by Ser* who shows that gas velocity In chimneys varies with 
the square root of the temperature difference*.
Hence his original equation assumes the forms-
X  s K (t, t„)5/4o J. o *
which is Feeletfs original connection equation#
flic natural connection from a horizontal pipe will
obviously he perpendicular to the axis of the pipe# whilst
the above result has been deduced from experiments with
forced connection parallel to the axis of the pipe*
14*
Osborne Reynolds regarded connection as the 
conduction of heat through a surrounding gas film*-
If b s the thickness of the film 
then K (t^ - t^}
i.
fh@ thickness b is obtained from a consideration of the 
resistance to the flow of tbe air. The velocity gradient 
is v/b and the resistance to flow therefore is
How R for a fluid flowing Ins id- a pipe is given by
s ..U V
* 1
b
and 1!e
1
r
Apparently for Internal flow n s l.B.
Hence E0 . S v°*f? d0,B k (tj - t0 )
OS 0.2
A theoretical equation for forced connection obtained 
IBby Bouasinesq * may be written in th© form
x r  i t  c a n  t>B a s s u m e d , m s n  o e r  ana  o s t ie r s ,  i - m s
JIT then n a 0*5,
IT -ir> /•»,“ tJ tr f 4* \  ^, 0 * o T» 0 * 5 0 * 5lienee a s .0 «s K (t| «* tg^ } k / 0^
^0,0
16* '
Another theroretlc&X equation was deduced by Bussell, 
who considered that the fluid had no viscosity, was ineampress* 
ible and moreover that the density and conductivity did not 
far! with temperature*
H - K ^  ? r- (t, - t }c * J— - 7 P ~  i o j
this formula can only ha considered approximate* but • 
X&ngmlr found that it fitted the results of Kennelly fairly 
well if K was varied with the radius of the pipe or wire.* 
Sanaa E0 Jr" does not satisfy the observed results as 
the aquation requires*
It is necessary to note the observations published by 
17*
Carrier* Whilst the work of Carrier nay be useful to 
manufacturers of blast heaters etc*, it is in no way of 
any fundamental use# lie assumed that heat its lost by 
conduction through an and hence varied directly
with the temperatu.ro drop* pip® to air*,
To test his formula he blew air across a series of 
steam pipes arranged as in a heater* and found the heat lost 
by the amount of water condensed* The errors coincident 
with tills method of calculating heat loss are discussed above. 
Had the experiment been conducted upon a single pipe and 
the results corrected for radiation* his figures might have. 
been of some use* However, his experiments gave values 
B% too high according to his theoretical deduction a so he 
promptly assumed 8^ error In his velocity readings* and 
obtained a good curve#
0*01 - 0*0? ©ms* diameter at temperatures excesses up to 
130°C* fox* conn action perpendicular to the axis of the 
wire h© deduced the following equation!-
Bc « (a + h rj (tq - ^  i v + 2S*
where a and b are constants, and a very small compared, to b* 
Here if is seen that approximately 
H0 » I. (t^  <* £q ) tit jj 
llaan considering forced eonneeiton results from fine 
wires it must ha remembered how large the ©xperl&enfcal 
error m y  bo, due especially to the vibration of the wire 
in the air-streas*
An other experimenter who determined losses from fin©
18*
wires was King* B© used platinum wires and obtained a
series of equations of the type
H s 8 Jv- * e
where B and © are constants*
An equation of this type was obtained for each wire at 
each temperature difference, but no attempt was made to 
correlate the mholm aeries into one comprehensive equation 
involving the temperature and dimensional factors* From 
specimen sheets of King*3 results an attempt has been made 
to find the relation between the temperature difference and 
the heat loss for each particular velocity* King used very 
great care in the performance of his experiment©, and no 
doubt hie published figures are very reliable * H© did not, 
however, correct his results for radiation losses, which 
in the ease of fin© polished platinum wires is nevertheless 
very small. To obtain the Hc <=*- Tn relation, the figures
but apparatus for higher velocities* Cfig* X? 1) *.
• Sine© from £lng*s equations and value® of B and 0 it
is found that 11^  o^. j v for the higher velocities, it 
Can be assumed that for theso velocities
H0 # k  J V  (t - t } (approx*}*
1 0
for lower velocities the effect of velocity is
1 ■ ° B
diminished and the tempera t w o  effect rises to f **'*’*
If,
l&ngBialr performed no experimental work upon forced 
connection losses from cylinders, but attempted to apply 
M s  film theory to the results of Kan&elly« In this he 
admitted failure, and. said finally, that the fils theory 
breaks down under forced connection conditions* Xt is a 
serious drawback to the fils concept ion method of calculating 
connection loss, that it is only applicable under given 
conditions*
langmulr stated that H varies directly with density,
o
whether density change® are caused by temperature or pressure 
changes or by the composition of the connective fluid* 
fhls statement, however, is not basked up by any experimental 
data*
A series of experiments using cylinders of intermediate
sizes viz*# 0*43 - 13*5 sms diameter, was performed by 
2D*Hughes* Here, however, the cylinders were vertical, bat 
as forced connection was erased to act in a transverse 
direction, the results arc considered here* fh# apparatus, 
unfortunately, was very elementary, and the results can only 
be considered with, very great reserve*
Primarily the apparatus consisted of the cylinder 
suspended across a horizontal channel along which the
an Inefficient water*trap, and any condensate was caught 
beneath in a weighed beaker* Besides the inherent errors 
of this method, Hughes assumed' the outer walls of his 
cylinders to be at 100°0, and gave no correction for 
losses from the exposed ends* Moreover no air-temperature 
was recorded*
By plotting the connection loss (after suitable 
radiation correction) for each diameter against the velocity 
he found that in the relation rn , the value n varied
v
from 0*65 to 0*93* according to increasing .diameters#
Hughes thinks this may explain why some workers obtain H <=*-c
for large bodies, and other • workers find vv#^ When
dealingvdth fine wires*
diameter n
0,43 cma 0.55
0,81 fi 0,60
1*93 " 0*65
5*06 “ 0,70
15.50 11 ■( 0*98
(
( 0,00 (at low velocity)
By converting Hughes1- tabulated figures for B and
V
plotting the value against the radius at given velocities, 
(Fig* X?XI)f a relation between the two is obtained*
For radii between 0*2 and 2*5 cms, the.value of n In
xi ■ • i+ $
H v varies between and with increasing
velocities* fhe largest diameter cylinder gives results
Quite out of keeping with the other four,' which may be
accounted for by the fact that the large cylinder was too
are unexpectedly higb* the high wine of n in the velocity 
equation given by it m&j be explained* m d  shown to be 
incorrect* This muses little surprise when the crudeness
of the method is taken into account*
General conclusions from Hughes* works show that 
H * K v0 *6
3*0*55
fusselbfi#obtained a formula by hydrodynamic and 
thermodynamic reasoning, connecting the heat loss from a 
pips by a"stream of gas flowing along inside it,
fbis is only Reynolds1 equation re-stated however,
n
H0 *5 . K (tj, - t) i%all V v 4 **?
r V u
(u S p f
|  <>»«■ id ,i .*inw won wwii' &
t k J
where ~ conductivity of fluid at wall temperature*
M aAccording to the kinetic theory Jl is a constant
k
hence
Ho s K (t-, ~ t) l-y.t3  ^ (v_d_r)n
r v u )i-
By experiment ho obtained the formula
"o = K - O  kwall ^  d rl°’78a
r ^ u /
Banco for small temperature - differences may bo written*
0*73I m K (tx - tQ) w'
r0*21
fusselt applied M s  fundamental equation to the results 
of Hughes (mentioned above), fo apply a. formula produced 
from consideration of parallel fluid flow inside a pipe 
to the conditions of an external fluid flow perpendicular to 
the axis of the pipe is certainly a reprehensible practice. . 
fever the less, by making .the assumptions necessary owing to
connection*
S (t-i ** t,«) It CO 4- Xs If d
where € la a constant#
kty} is the fluid conductivity. at the mean 
temperature of the wall and gas* 
Despite this crude method of obtaining a formula * 
lasseltfs work was partly corroborated .by Beiher®'^*, who 
arrived at the earn# formula for external perpendicular 
connection frmt theoretical considerations.«
H.0 » K (t^ - t^) k|S (y r .nL)is c
r  ^ 1
a-i
where <JL, * the moan gas density
w the mean gas viscts ity*
By passing an air blast across pipes heated by 
running water he • evaluated n * 0*56* fha pipes used 
varied between 0*5 and 3*0 cm diameter*
Hence the equation reduces to
jt „ tr (*• V *. i 0*56 0*5S
“c * U 1 " ''O1 A ¥ d
,,0.44 0,56
w t
and for small temperaturc differences
0*56£ * ** i»x - v0 ;1L - K (t- ~ tA )
■y^O • 4: 4:
/i further equation of the Reynolds* type is published
23*
by McMams and Frost
Ho = s < h . - V  t r v d ) 0,80
r v u
What this typo of equation fits the experimental facts 
fairly well is evident, but whilst the external connection
that the respective exponents will be the same, or in the 
same ratio, for both ©asea* Iuss©lfcss application of M s  
formula, to Hughes* results is not quite successful as 
is evidenced by the somewhat clumsy resulting equation*
Eeiher, however. Shows that the equation is directly 
applicable in both oases, with a modified index value*
From-previously reviewed work it is shown that the 
dependence upon r changes greatly below a certain maximum 
for r, but neither Reynolds, lusselt nor McAdams and Frost, 
give any Indication of radius limits for their equations, 
or any possible changes in the respective index values* 
Reiher, on the other hand, states definitely the & i m  of 
pipe.to which his results apply*
fher© is a certain confusion as to whether E » K (fc, -
0 • 1
for natural connection, or = K (tx - tQ )n , whoro n Is some 
number between 1*00 and 1*25*
flow, fundamentally connect ion loss is controlled by 
the conductivity of the connective fluids if there was no 
conductivity no heat would be transmitted despite velocity, 
density, specific heat, etc* Hence it is a safe theoretical 
basis to say that connection loss varies directly with 
temperature* fhat H is found empirically to increase at 
a greater rate than this, is clue to the incidental change 
of the properties of the fluid* In a general way the heat 
transfer would increase with increasing density, conductivity
specific beat Increase with rising temperature, density 
decreases, so- a constant Chang© of total effect is taking 
place. Furthermore while these properties do not vary 
with temperature in m constant manner, their total effect 
may vary over the scale of temperature#
the issue Is still further complicated by the velocity 
effect, which is not properly known, and whilst applicable 
chiefly to forced cormeetion is nevertheless present to 
some extent in natural connection* . fha attempt by Ser 
to correlate his 1velocity1 equation with Feelet is 
interesting, but m y  not be universally applicable*
It is possible, by plotting tie values of viscosity, 
density, conductivity and specific heat of air against the 
temperature on a logarithmic curve {Figs* XVI1I,XIX,XX.), to find 
how each property depends upon the temperature An a given 
temperature range, and thus to see whether the increased 
temperature index can be accounted for from the individual 
indices* When these values are substituted in m j  of the 
preceding equations, for fairly .large bodies, it is seen that 
the temperature effects cancel out, the higher the temperature 
the M e  nearly they cancel. 2his fact justifies the elimina­
tion of these variablea from the said equation, and shows that 
the increased temperature Ante must be due to the velocity effect*
from the results of forced comection nearly always IL 
0 * s
v , m  Ser^s suggestion m y  yet be accepted as true, 
and be taken to explain the index value of the temperature* 
for small cylinders and fine idres the issue becomes 
more complicated however# Davis found that M s  formula 
required a lower index figure the smaller the radius of tbs
tha t
. 7/9 2/9 -2/3 1/9 1/9 10/9
^0 2 K lc c X a g ( « *
By reference to the figures of temperature effect 
upon the variables, it is found that the whole of the 
above equation becomes
1 #23
dg * k (fj. *' ^0^
which shows that for small radius wires it is not permissible 
to neglect the remaining variables as it is in the case of 
the larger bodies#
Moreover* it is shown that the temperature index 
remains fairly constant around 1.25 for every size of 
cylinder* when using Davis1a formula.
• By making use of the Reynolds’s type of equation 
involving velocity
Hc = K k A w  - t0j ,v d T f
r Hr?
a similar state of affairs can be shown to exist*
From the general average of both theoretical and 
experimental results of the reviewed workers* it is seen 
that the effect of the radius grows with decreasing radius* 
and for quite small wires B » K r~0#66 or thereabouts#
If it is assumed that this value -fbr r. holds good* then in
the HussoIt equation -
J3L - K, k {t-j, ~ fc0 ) (r d v)0*03
" — 7 -— V-7 - )
Extending this to include only temperature effects then,
Ke 2 II (fc • t ) l'*10 yO*55
 ^ 1 0
—  "r roZ66"'U':""‘
• If now considering somewhat larger cylinders when H - K0 **
rw*>
Thus with increasing temperature index there is an 
accompanying lowering of the velocity index, and although 
the actual relationship between temperature and velocity la 
not properly known, it seems likely from Ser’g work, that 
the temperatur® Index would remain somewhere in the region of 
1*25 in an empirieal equation involving only temperature and 
dimension*
Of course, the introduction of the forced connection
equations and data to support than&tur&l connection laws is
wholly dependent upon the supposition that the velocity effect
will bo the game whether sot up by mechanical means or by
the heated body itself* Whether this application is
permissible or not must be determined by separate experiment* 
The empirical equation
H0 s K (tx - t0) U25
can only apply when the acting velocities are produced wholly
by temperatare differencea*
It is interesting to note that King,s results showed that 
1*25
%  s K - tftv
Q) when the velocity-of air was very low,
of the order of natural connection velocities*
A' previously mentioned the effect of a* increases with
s’ j  * p t
decreasing radius* it varies from r~' for large cylinders 
up t ■ for fine wires* It would be confidently
expected that the effect of r would have no connection with 
the temperature or velocity effects*
To evaluate the value of a for the various aises of 
cylinder it is necessary to glance at the previously discussed 
results a m  in.
work, and, perhaps, the Reynolds1s type aquations* As
these latter account primarily for a different kind of
eonnoctlon, it has been shown that they are applicable to
tho- present problem when modified somewhat* Above 10 cms
radius r has no offset as shown by Griffiths and Davis
Doc let and Fetaval*
For values of r between 0*10 and 1 cm, n hag the value
0*5* This is approximately the value given by B©usslnesq*g
theoretical formula, and Hughes1 s and Davis'* s practical
results* Griffiths and Davis give values for K In their
—0 5theoretical equation which vary with r *' below a radius 
of 1 ois* They, however, as sum© 0*5 to bo i m  index 
number of all cylinders below 1 am radius, but experiment 
seems to show that the dependence upon r changes beyond 
this for fine wires# Roihor found H to vary with r~0*44^ 
but as the slse of his pipes varied between 0*5 and 5*0 
©ms, that is to say, were somewhat on the large side, this 
lower figure m y  be accounted for* Petawel gives a figure 
*0*25 for cylinders below 2*5 cm radius, but hie experimental 
methods as previously Indicated may have led to some error 
In calculation*
Another experimenter, Russell, gives lb to vary directly
v
with the radius, and not Inversely, as generally proved true* 
This formula, which is intended to be true for cylinders of 
all radii, has boon shown by Langmuir to be quite wrong as 
far, as the radius factor is ©oncemod*
Finally, for fine wires, the radius Index appears to 
Increase to about - 0*66# This is supported by Davis*© 
theoretical formula, and his practical results, which 
requires a value of -2/3 for wires: and further by
A good aver© „ mlme is about **0,88.
Hence n may bo given the values below for the particular 
radius rangei
Hadlus of wire |
5
|
1
Value of a . ^ 
in H0 . K(tx -  tQ)l,“5
—  ^
Above 10 eras
\
.1 0
Frank 1 cm to 10 cms .25
« 0#1 t* « 1 « { *50
Below 0*1 cm 3 *■68
Of course these radius ranges are bounded by quite 
arbitrary divisions which can only bo fixed by more complete 
experimental evidence* It is not known whether there are 
any sharp changes in the index, or the Index changes 
smoothly* from 0 t© -*86*
If we m m i r m  with Langmulr, for a moment, that the film 
thickness around a heated body is of the order 0*5 cm, then 
it is seen that beyond 10 ©ms, that 'is where th® film 
thickness is fairly insignificant, v has no affect* Whan 
the filia thickness become® comparable with the radius, there 
is a sharp change, With still smaller radii the film 
assumes much greater relative importance and the index again 
increases. For wires when the radius is insignificant 
compared with the film thickness, the radius effect again 
increases to a constant maximum*
By including the r factor in the constant K, the 
equation assumes the Feolet form
H0 • K <t - to)1*25 d  N
where It J L
2^
/j
r against an arbitrary value of K g and accepting the aver* go 
constant value for large cylinders as given by Griffiths and 
Davis and Poclet as true* Connection of heat is unaffected 
In any way by the actual condition ©f the surface,(as is 
radiation^ below a certain velocity* The critical velocity 
given by Marshall ** is 1000cm per sec*, and so does not 
affect the work under consideration*
QQieitBXOf *
Doss of heat by natural connection can he expressed 
tm thematic ally by iha same equation for any shaped body*
Idie magnitude of the constant .will depend only upon the 
shape of the'heated body*
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Although all the standard., books of reference giv© lists 
of aocur&t© conductivity values for mo tala m d  other 
materials w M o A  can to© obtained in a pure condition and In 
a definite state, it is with difficulty that reliable 
figures for the normal insulating materials can be found.
It is rare to find two authorities agree on any one 
mteri&l, and more rare is It -to find that the particulars 
of the sample considered are published* As will too seen 
later from the tables, wholly different values for an 
■apparently similar substance art obtained, each by a quite 
reliable method of determination*
In measurements of conductivity the difficulties are 
not met with, that are present In radiation and connection 
experiments*
Conductivity ban be rigidly defined and directly 
determined, banco modern methods are but refinements of 
the older methods, ant! results obtained by various observers 
should agree closely, assuming'a definite conductivity 
value is possible*
Upon closer examination of the work published, it is 
found that each material baa not a definite conductivity 
peculiar to Itself , tout that its conductivity value varies 
with many conditions, the effects of which are not 
thoroughly known*
Before a reviewi© made of these effects, a .general 
criticism of the methods for determination of conductivity 
will toe of assistance*
First of all, conductivity Is defined as the amount 
of beat transmitted in unit time between two parallel walls
to take conductivity as represented by the number of calories 
transmitted in one second, per square centimetre, per centi­
metre thickness, per *C difference.
Tie methods fo rconductivity determination will be 
reviewed in historical sequence, thereby showing the 
gradual appreciation of the various errors involved*
Although he mentions experiments made by D@$pret&£
1*
Feelet appears to have been the first to sake detailed 
investigations concerning the insulating properties of 
poor conductors.
Making every due allowance for the knowledge and 
apparatus.at his disposal, Peelat seems without a rival for 
the car® and patience shown in his conductivity experiments*
For insulating materials he devised three distinct 
methods *
The first consisted essentially of a layer of the 
material packed into the annular space between two thin 
copper spheres. The inner sphere contained hot water, 
whilst the whole arrangement was immersed in a bath of cold 
water. The water, both inside and outside, was stirred, 
vigorously by paddles which moved as close as possible to 
the c pop or surfaces* The loss of heat from the inner to the 
outer water, was determined by noting the fall and rise of
Whilst the sphere is theoretically the hest shape 
available for conductivity experiments, practically* errors 
arise from fch© difficulty of enclosing the source of heat 
completely In the above case some heat would inevitably 
he lost by conduction through the metal supports of the 
spheres (which projected from the sides of the bath) and 
along the stems of the thermometer and stirring apparatus*
The violent agitation of both the hot and cold water would 
give wrong Indications of the temperature changes* Again, 
the temperature indicated by the thermometers would be 
'almost certain to differ from the actual temperature of the 
surfaces by reason of the temperature gradient at the liquid- 
solid boundaries,■ despite the vigorous agitation of the 
liquid* It is evident that £o~ bad conductors, the losses 
due to these causes will be far greater in proportion than 
for good conductors, e*g* the metals* Lastly, there is 
the difficulty of obtaining homogeneous distribution of the 
material even in powder form, when it is present in an 
annular space of any kind*
P&clet's second method was essentially similar, the 
material being packed in the space between two vertical 
cylinders of paper or glass* Hie inside was heated by 
passing in steam, the temperature of the steam being taken as 
the same as that of the walls* Hie outer surface temperature 
was token by means of a copper resistance thermometer* Th© 
errors of this apparatus are even greater than those of th© 
first, for in addition to those mutually applicable, there 
would be loss along the uninsulated inlet and outlet for 
the steam,the error due to the steam entraining spray, and
by placing one around the outer cylinder and keeping the other 
in a variable temperature bath, there seems cons Merabis 
doubt concerning its accuracy*
most unusual
F/a i
His third method was , especially is the
matter of finding the surface temperature* A rectangular boa 
h&d one side composed of a slab" of the insulator and otherwise
fitted with inlet and outlet for hot water or steam* and a 
mercury thermometer* Another box* all metal* but of similar 
external shape, contained water which could be raised to any 
desired temperature* to© two were placed equidistant from a 
thermopile, the surfaces facing it being covered with a layer
of paper to give equal radiating powers* When equilibrium was Sj
reached Irj. the test box by passing In constant temperature 
water, the temperature of the water in the other vessel was 
raised until a .aero reading was obtained upon the thermopile* 
Although this doubtless gave the true surface temperature the 
same, it cannot be admitted that the thermometers in the 
boxes gave the true temperatures of the surfaces, inassmeh as 
no stirring arrangement of .any kind was used* *
thus although feclet* s experiments on conductivity are 
valuable as a pioneer work, their accuracy Is quest lonabl©,
published. a method using condensing steam as the heating 
agent* ' fhe steam was passed into an insulated pipe and the
and it must be left to later work to give more accurate results* i
2* | 
lext in the field appears to be Ordway, who in 18S4 j
traxTOunded by a 'large calorimeter containing water, th© 
temperature of the water giving the temperature of the outside 
of the insulation* Besides the difficulty of isolating
a portion of the steam pipe completely, there was the danger 
of the steam carrying over fine spray and incondensible 
gases with it* Ordway, himself, admits finding in the steam 
any quantity of' spray varying between 7 and 57$,after 
passing it through an ordinary wator-tr&p* ffee figures given
by steam-condengation Methods must, therefore, fc© greatly in 
error and of no use whatever*
the us© of the insulated steam pipe, however, was a 
step in the right direction, as the insulation eo u M  he 
applied to the pipe in exactly the same way as it would 
he applied in practice*
In many of the tables published today values of
*aj
conductivity are given which 'were obtained by be© s'"* in 1892 
by means of an adaptation - of the classical Forbes* Bar
method for metals* fhe bar was divided at one part and 
a small her of the material conformity to the general 
shape was interposed* fhis method is itself difficult 
and susceptible of much error, in addition to which it is 
unsuitable for insulators when the smallness of the actual 
test piece is considered* Moreover, lees gives no Information 
concerning the condition of his specimens*
4*
A great improvement was mad© in 1898 by Horton* E© 
employed electrical heating, which has the great advantage 
that the energy supply can be accurately determined and ' 
easily regulated* Els apparatus' consisted of a steam 
pipe 18 Inches long and 4 inches diameter,' with the insulating
a thermometer, and insulated end-cap eompletM the apparatus. . 
the errors, though doubtless smaller than those met with 
in previous methods, are still considerable. The temperature 
gradient between the oil and the pipe-wall would be m e h  
greater than similar gradients for hot water or saturated 
steam, owing to the higher viscosity of the oil. Th® 
corrections for loss due to conduction through th© 
thermometer, insulated ends, etc., are difficult to apply, 
and were not mentioned by Horton in his paper#
With one or two tmimportant exceptions all the modern 
experimenters have employed ©leetrie energy for heating 
purposes# As in this essential all the methods are the.
B m m  it is necessary only to discuss details affecting th© 
usefulness of fee results obtained for commercial ptirpos.es• 
flier© are two fundamental methods of attaching the 
problem* The first - th© Diffusion or Fourier method* the 
second - the Equilibrium method*
th® diffusion method depends, upon Fourler^l equation 
for the movement of heat within a body*-
^ ^ ~ ^ v ♦ d2 v * v
d t c d d y^ a
where x, y and s are the ordinates of any given point along 
the three dlsmt.ional axes, and dT/dfc is the temperature 
increase with fci^ e*
This method is not extensively used, mainly, no doubt,
because of the experiment®! difficulties# Typical attempts
. 0 7
were made by Green * and Green and Edwards,*who arranged
for heat to pass in o m  direction through a rectangular block, 
and noted th© rata of increase of temperature along the heat 
stream# 2a this case, only one axle is considered, and the ■
Other workers to use th& Fourier diffusion method were 
8 #
fins self* and VimKinsum, who both usee an electrically
heated sphere. The sphere was built up in sections of 
the insulator around the central heating ball, thermocouples 
being introduced at suitable distances from the centre, and 
the sections cemented together with insulation paste* The 
possibility of error, however, in those experiments is greater 
than in the equilibrium method, and both the above workers 
used an equilibrium method to supplement their diffusion 
results *
As previously indicated the equilibrium method Is more 
adaptable and therefore more popular* The general lay-out 
of the experiment may be similar to that of th© Fourier 
method, but a certain time is allowed to ©lapse, until the 
temperatures throughout the insulator are steady* Shortly, 
the energy which is required to maintain a definite tempera­
ture gradient across the poor conductor' is measured*
The particular mode of experiment best suited for 
testing an insulator is obviously the one In which th© 
material is tested under the same conditions as those tinder 
which it will eventually be used. Thus, for pipe Insulations, 
methods have been' worked out consisting generally of 
electrically heated pipes with the insulation applied in 
the technical manner, and with elaborate precautions for
eliminating error a due to the m & s  of the pipe. Amon* t*»e
10*
pioneers .m this field is Eoilmann, who lias mad© hosts of 
tests of commercial Insulations with his ,fguard-eoil11 
apparatus*
socially along the pipe* Wlier temperatures along the
contra! portion of the pipe enclosing the Bid.die heating
coil are all the same* it is assumed that all the heat
given out by the middle coil is dissipated radially from- the
barrel of the- pipe* His temperatures ware taken at several
points in the inside of the barrel ana on the outer
surface by specially - tested thermocouplea*
this apparatus seems to comply with all th© requirements
of a satisfactory test,, and by taking the temperature of the
outer surface after equilibrium is set up, all the necessary
factors for calculation, of conductivity are obtained*
11*
A similar method is given by Van Pusen, who gives a 
diagrammatic temperature field, showing the equal temperature 
distribution around'tie central heating coil*
Another .method of eliminating end correction is that 
of having the test pipe made with insulated ends, in eon-
junction with a" shorter pipe with exactly similar ends, the
two being heated to the same temperature as far as the inside 
barrel is concerned, ana assuming that th® extra heat from 
the larger is dissipated radially wholly from the extra 
central portion* The assumption that the- loss from the 
small pipe is equal to that from the ends of the bigger one 
is not fully justified, because of the difficulty of 
assuring the same temperature distribution, and seems to ba­
le ss satisfactory than the self-contained Bellmann guard-
12*
coil method. Such a method was used hr McMillan, and
13,
an anonymous contributor to ♦Engineering1♦
For insulation required, for walls of constant 
temperature chambers etc*, other methods are available, the 
chief of which is the “pile1* method, as exemplified by the
Here the material to be tested is pressed tightly 
■between two surfaces of known temperature, and th© energy 
required to maintain the temperature difference is measured.. 
the beating coil is surrounded by other coils forming a 
•guard-ring1, the currents through, all the coils being 
adjusted to give a constant temperature distribution over 
the whale of the central coll, when the heat from it ie 
assumed to pass through the tested material only.
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It is pointed out by Griffiths that different values 
of conductivity are given for various positions of the 
apparatus, the value being greatest for a vortical test#
This indicates a connection effect in the granular materialsj 
consequently if the material is to bo subjected to connection 
through its substance when in use, provision must be mad© 
to incorporate the same effect In the preliminary test*
The apparatus of Oriffiths seems to fulfil all the 
necessary conditions for technical experiment better than any 
other#
The conductivity of the normal insulating materials does 
not follow the law of change with temperature as does that 
of the metals* For metals th© conductivity invariably 
decreases with rising temperature, but for poor conductors
mgnaal to.
Moreover, In general, the conductivity Increases with 
increased density for a given sate rial. For a granular 
or finely powdered insulator, the conductivity Increases 
with the degree of packing*
It Is apparent that the conductivity is not due
wholly to'the actual material, hut to a large extent to
the. air enclosed in the pores of the structure, or the
interstices of the powder* Inasmuch as the value for
still air Is about half that of the lowest recorded values
for any insulator, and that the greater the density (i*@*
less.air enclosed) the greater th© figure becomes, it can
be a caused that the air does play a largo part In the
insulation* tfefcrtunately no work has been done upon
conductivity in vacuo, such fcfc&t the air effect Is removed
entirely? neither Is anything known about the actual
conductivity values of the single fibres or strands of
the materials#
19Me H e r  ' Ind others have suggested that radiation plays 
a large part in the so-called conductivity of bad conductors* 
They suppose that most of the heat transmitted Is by 
radiation across the pores# This might account for the 
Increase with temperature, as radiation is known to Increase 
with tba fourth power of the absolute temperature.
There is further the effect of the actual condition 
and. sise of the pores to consider# Much speculation has 
been rife on tails subject, but no organised work has been 
done. Workers disagree concerning the effect of porosity, 
several admitting that they can find no connection between 
porosity and conductivity* Porosity,however, is a property
seems that the Apparent1 conductivity will depend not so 
much upon the porosity, density, etc*, but upon th© shape * 
number and size of the pores* .Large pores may favour 
connection of the air • contained and radiation from wall 
to wail, whilst small ernes, if present in large numbers 
may cause fcha conductivity to approach the value for still 
air* Experiment upon materials applied under varying 
conditions would most probably elucidate those matters*
Hallmaim suggests a crystalline structure might give 
a low conductivity because the crystals would touch in 
relatively few spots, and. radiation serosa the interstices 
would be considerably reduced *
It is shown by the following results, that a great 
difference in conductivity is observed between the insulators 
of a fibrous nature, and the refractory type of non-c endue tor 
This is no doubt due to the greater percentage of solid 
’'wall* for the heat to traverse*
It is obvious, in face of the above considerations, that 
it is idle to attempt to obtain more concordant results by 
improving existing methods of determination* From a glance 
at the following tables it can be seen how impossible it is 
to set up standard values for given insulators! to make 
more than, approximate calculations, the conductivity of any 
material under consideration must be determined individually 
under actual working conditions! it is most probable that 
different batches of the same material will have different 
conductivities*
Briefly, the main sources of variation may be summarised 
as follows I—
5, Density*
4* Forosity {a combination of £ and 3).
5* Moisture present*
6* Method of application to insulated body*
7* Temper a time *
For approximate work, where no actual determination 
can be made, the following figures ham  been selected fro® 
among the sounder experimental datat-
i s 1[ (  C o n d u c t i v i t y  i
! Material | Cala per cm# per m  per °C j
Cork 1 ■ 1*2 x 10
Slag. Wool i 8*0i
ft
Cellular Rubber 1 1*2 ft
KieselguJur 1 2,5! -
If
Charcoal. | 1*8 II
Asbestos ! 3*0
85# Magnesia 2.0
Wool or cotton 1,2
Concrete i 25*0,i . .
Silica bricks : 20,0
Fireclays ■ 20,0
Magnesite - ! 16,0
i • •
!
! 18 
! Griffiths Cork .
«4
1*15 x 10
nro
5.3lbs per ft. 3°C
i
i
« 1*28 7.3 8 0 o
:
n Slab 1*07-1*18 12*5 0-78*0
| Slag Wool 1*00-1.21 • 13-24 •37-27°C i
1
s
Cellular - 
Rubber 1.06*1.18 2.6-4.0
)
35°C
J
i Charcoal’ 1.2 12 20°C
1 ICieselgulhp? ' 2.2. 30 0-72°C
j
Concrete 28*5-29.5 - 31-70°C
i
ii Bitumen Slabs 20.2' 150 26 °C
; 9 
. Van Bin sura Asbestos } 
Kleselguikir} 
mixtures )
2*0-5.0 34-41 20-350°G i
\
(
Kieselguttr 2 . 0-3.3 20 40-300*0 1
I
! 85$ Magnesia 1*2*25 15-26 •; 50-300°0
5 GrBber^*' Asbestos 1.96-5*92 29 -200-+ 50 °C
\ Wool'/' 0.84*1.68 i -200-+100°C ;
! 10* - 
1 Heilmann 85iMa gnesfe 1.47-2.32 * 37-340°C
:
Asbestos 1.17-4.81 - 37-370°C
:r  n 8. ,
! KusaeltI Kiesclgul^r 1*68-2*18
pp 50-300°C
1I ■ ;■ Asbestos 4*68-5-21 ; . 56 100-300°C
!
Portland 
Cement ' 21*3 ; ' 125 ' ; 35°C
i Cotton ' 1.5 5*1 5C°G
| ' Wool " . 1.2'' : 8.5 50°C
. 3,14, . 
1*93 Para Rubber j 3*84 m 15-100°C
 ^; Cork . . . : j 1.29 ■ m  \ 15-100°C
. Cotton . , \ 6*48 . i m 15-100*0
Flannel 2*30 J ew 15-100°C
-pUQi£lZi&
Green
&o*
7*
Green ami 
Edwards
Tnoums
21*
Silica bricks 15*0-25*0 
Fireclays IS* 0*22»0
17*4-16%5
KieselguJhir 2 #73
Slag wool 4*60
85$ Magnesia 1*9 x 10 
Kle a o JguJjsu? 2 *2 * *2 * 5
Asbestos 3*4-5*6
Slag Wool ’ 2 *6-2 *9
-4
Horton CF.H*) Magnesite 157-85.
12* .
McMillan 85$ Magnesia 1*90-2*02
Asbestos 1*60-3*80
600-1300 e0 
600-1300°C
6oo-noo°c 
iooo°c
700°  G
X00~2GO°C
p
rt
I!
200-1400°C
150°C
150°C
' > CQBCLtlSlOil,
The methods of determining conductivity values of 
insulating materials are reviewed, and the best methods 
indicated and suggested for’general practice*
It is shown that no definite values can bo set down 
for given insulators, owing to variations in physical 
properties*
^  The best average values published are tabulated for
use la approximate calculations*
1. FECLET, "Trait® fie la Chaleur, 1878".
2. ORDW&X, A.S.M.E., 1884,, p. 79, anfi p. 168.
3. iEES, Trans. Boy. Soc. A.183, 1892, p.480
4. BQKTOH, A.S.M.E., 1898, p. 729.
5. FOURIER, "Analytical Theory of Beat".
6. GREEK, Gas Journal, 1922, p. 845.
7. ' GREEK and EDWARDS, "Gas Journal", 1925.
8. trasSELT, Porsch. Ver. Deut. lag., Eeft, 63, 1909.
9. Van RIKSUii, Forsch. Ver. Beat. tog. Heft, 228.
10. HEILKAKK, A.S.E.E., 192S| J.l.E.C. 1924, p. 451.
11. VAN DOSES, Trans. A.S.B. and V.E., 1920, p.401.
12. KCKILLAB, "Trans. Am. Soc. Meoh. Eng. 1915, p.921."
13. ANON, "Engineering" 1922, p.155.
14. LEES, m i .  Trans. 1898.
15. CALVERT and. CALDWELL, J.l.E.C. , 1924, p.483.
16. GRB3ER, “Zeit. Deut. tog.", 1910, p.1319.
17. JAKOB, "Zelt.Deat. lag.", 1922, p. 6S8.
18. GRIFFITHS, Pood Investigation Board Report, Ho. 5.
19. S.SLLCH, J.S.C.I., 1919.
20. SAVE, J.S.C.I., 1227, 158, T.
21. TE0SA3, J.S.C.I, 1919, p. 357T.
22. BORTOK, J.Am. Cer. Soc., 1927, p.30.
GENERAL APPLICATIONS.
fhe conductivity of heat through a body may ho 
represented bys-
A dt
Ci-Ls
( 1 )
where Q Is the heat conducted per unit time*
k 11 lf conductivity.
A* * 11 area of the surface *
dfe ff 11 temperature gradient across
&L ' the body*
In the usual case of a wall with parallel sides 
equation {1} when Integrated between the limits of
temperature t0 and gives
kA {t,? - t. }x
H (cond) - k (t - t.
(2)
(2a)
la tho cae® of conduotlon through the insulating material 
around a ayllndrloal pips equation (1) say bo written
(| s - kA dt t-*\
or
wnerejjit^ the temperature gradient across the Insulation* 
dr
In the figure consider a section dr at a distance r . 
from the centres considering the 
heat conducted across this small 
.annular ring, (3) becomes
Q ss «* k 2 TT r 1 dt
drF ^
where X is the length of the pipe*
Hence by .Integration between the limits tg and
whe^e 1*0 is the external radius of the insulation
and is the radius of the pipe*.
This m n be written
Q. s 27T k 1 (tp *• t^} (pg - ^  }
*••*••* *«**• ( 6 )
(r2 “ rl) 1°3 2
where r^ - r^
w i r - rnr r r^r - aiay be termed the- logep 1 thmio mean radius* 
log e %/v
1 this quantity does
not differ from the arithmetic mean by more than l*6j when
1*2 1® less than 1*3 i% • In this circumstance aquation {3} 
can be written,
ft s ~rr k 1 <rg «■ rx) t2 - tx) ............. (7)
r^2 " rp
Q. is the amount of heat conducted through to the surface 
of the inaulatioaj therefore to obtain the quantity which 
will necessarily escape from unit area of surface, it is 
necessary to divide (5) or (7) by the surface area#
H, . % ~ k ( }
C eo nd} ... ** »**«*#***••*•*• C 8}
r2 1»S 8-r2/ri
o:p H(eona) * k tr8 * ra) tg - tx    (3)
2 rg (r2 - rx)
for the case of other shapes, ©*g* the sphere, similar 
equations can bo obtained, but as - the two above, the 
rectangular slab and the cylinder, are of paramount importance 
in technical calculations, they alone are given here*
W i  &u vn-w %*****«•« w.
temperature range through the Insulation* If* however* 
the temperature is so great that the conductivity cannot he 
assumed constant* then an expression ( ^  Ok must ho
Jta 'err
substituted - if or k.
fliis naturally presupposes an accurate knowledge of 
th© value k* a m  its change over a given temperature range* 
As the conductivity in general gives a straight line 
curve, the average value at the two extremes of temperature 
is usually taken for k*
If tii© conducting' wall he composed of several layers 
of different conductivity the problem may ho approached, as 
follows
hot Lg, Lg • » I* he the thicknesses cf the layers
and k f k fc k bo their respective conductivities
•* ** o n .
and (tn^-tp), (tp - t,,}-■ - ~ - (t *» tn ) be the temperature 
* * *» a u drop across the
respective layers*
Then* as the same quantity of heat passes through each layer*
wo m y  write,
tX “ *2 = Q *1
V
%2 m %3 - Q %  e t c  to
kgA
t" "" ^  5 fl±3
k A
n
VPi
(J B
K.
and Q s
,b**1 ^ **2 - —  Hi
k2
U
(eend)
Ct
i ~ S )
H *  L2 ~  “ ~
Llc k
1 3 n
'Si
By a similar calculation for the parallel ease of an 
insulated cylinder equations (8) and ©} become
H
(eond)'
II
(eond)
rQ jlog e 2^  + lo
:1
r
3/.3?^  0
G
n
*#«###»*$*»» JLt,
It1 - fc.
2rn j {d S _ l ! i l  ♦ (S?3 + r2> + <r0 “ **„)
rn5
(14)
kl ir2 * P1 > kS < pS + * s >
1
the insulating material, and th© loss from the surfaces of
the insulation# fliat a certain drop in temperature must
occur across the insulation is obvious from th© laws of 
conductivity# that the outer surface temperature must be 
higher than that of the air is also obvious# Ihcrefor© 
it is necessary that an equilibrium bo set up between the 
two effects, such that the amount of heat conducted t© unit 
surface must ha equal to the amount dissipated toy radiation
and connection from unit surface# that la to say
11 , s By, * Heona* R c
fo take the simplest case, that of a Trail with parallel
aides, the surface of the insulation toeing in the normal
rough state the following equations apply 
Hcond = ^ (ti - tj)
\  ■ v t5 -  ❖
1.28
B. = & (t - t )
0 C 1 0
If it Is assumed that th® Insulation is an asbestos 
*4
of k : 3*0 i 10 , that the surface is rough and lias a
radiation constant of 90$ black body,- and that the wall 
Is more than 20 ©ms* high then the equations •assume a 
more definite nature* let the thickness, L, be equal 
to 10 css#
H ' -■ 3.0 x ID*4 (t - t )
eond ~ lc2 V  ,,,
im m  ..« . '«■ ■■." •  ■ ■ '  *i  M  tiw  i. u < ■ ■.. . mtmmmwMmmt n i jwi 11 . h i [ M  . w r, • • * * « • * * • #  \  J L  /
**5 X • 5
H, = 5,0 x 10 (tl - t0) (3)
If the tempsratures of the Interior and the outside 
air are known, than the equation H ■ H_ H ean toe0 OHd * o
solved by assuming values of %x ©nd drawing curves of H 
against t-^ s where the two inter sect the required values of 
II and are obtained*
When the internal temperature t,3s taken to be 200°0, and
the air temperature is 20°Q then from the curves in Fig* XX?
the values at the point of intersection ares*.
2
a s #0048 cals pm* cm per sec. 
t x  m 39*6°C•
Bonce it is possible to solve all such problems for any 
shape and surface provided the conductivity and radiation 
constants are known, together with the internal and air
temperatures«
BOUNDARY RESISTANCES.
Hi© to vm *boundary fll»f has bo an used frequently In
the preceding text, and a word of explanation Is necessary
at this. Juncture*
Imagine a vessel wall A, bounded on one side by liquid 
at constant temperature and on the other by * still* air, 
which is free to move under connection influences. fh© 
temperature of the liquid is assumed to be higher than 
that of the air
*• TO
Heat will now be lost from the water across the wall
to the air* , *Qie heat will b© conducted through the wall 
material,, and dissipated from the outer surface into tho 
surrounding space by radiation and connection* these 
various effects can only function when there is a temperature 
difference -across the wall end from the surface to the 
surroundings, hence the outer surface temperature of the 
wall must be higher than that of the surroundings, say at tg* 
•Conduction has boon shown to depend upon th© energy 
required to maintain a definite temperature potential,.and 
to follow the analogy further the material across which the 
potential is maintained can be regarded ms a resistance*
In this instance the boundary wall will assume the role 
of a resistance.
as conduction tmrougn H, WAiVJU^ i v-i i<s-WAW w*
comparat a ve 1 j motionless gas, hence for problems of heat 
transmission of this nature it has become convenient to
regard the whole of the surface loss effect as a resistance 
effect *
'fb.e temperature change across the wall boundary is
therefore represented by Fig# XXV*X#
fher© is also evidence of a similar film on th© liquid
site of the boundary which will occasion a similar resistance
and a consequent temperature difference* If the inner
wall surface temperature is indicated fey the figure 
• o
shows the course of the temperature change from the liquid 
to the outer air.
The relative temperature gradients will naturally depend, 
upon the relative resistance effects. In the case of a
metal vessel containing water, by far the greatest drop will 
occur in the air film, owing to the small thickness and 
large conductivity of the metal, and the relatively largo 
conductivity of -water wh&n compared with the value for air* 
nevertheless, it is apparent that despite vigorous 
stirring, there Is a definite temperature drop at th© liquid 
boundary, which if not taken into account, may lend to 
serious error.
. Borne figures taken from various published works serve 
to ..Indicate the extent of the errors involved*
l „ Observer j Boundary Temp.
drop Remarks
Carter & Cope j Superheated steam/wall 4*10°? for insulated pipe*
EberXa j *  "  * 6°P i i  t i t i
m j
McMillan 1 Saturated steam/wall 1°P f i  I t  t*
« } M « «
i 2-4°F Uncovered pipe
Iiesstia [Water/wall 4°F
!
*1 «
'
a steam/wall/water boundary, depending upon the total 
temperature difference*
1# C1BTEE and 00F1, frans» As# Mock, Eng*, 1925, p*805*
2 « IB.dEL®, so© MOMXLMS, frsma* ilia* Ieeb«Eng*f 1015, p«921»
3* KCIILU1, frans* Am# Soc. Mooli# Eng., 1915, p*921*
4* HEASfIE. **S«C»X«# 1923, 445f*
S« C i u i f ,  iXisoussIon, 1000, p# */2u#

A great deal of discussion has taken place concerning 
the best surf see for the insulation on an insulated body*
She sain contention Is, that a polished surface would 
decrease radiation losses and therefore save heat* At 
first this m m m  admissible., but consideration of th© 
equilibrium state shows that for a lower surface loss, there i; 
a corresponding lower conductivity loss, which can only be 
brought about by a smaller temperature difference across the 
Insulation. An the inner temperature (t0 ) is constant, the 
only variable is which must rise to satisfy the lower 
value of H p(| But if the surface temperature increases, 
the connection and radiation will increase with it, so that 
mother equllbrium must be set up between heat conducted and 
heat dissipated from the surface*
She solution of the problem, therefore, depends upon 
whether th© new heat loss will be greater or smaller after 
polishing the surface than before*
In a previous section it was shown how the heat loss 
can be determined from a knowledge of all the constants 
involved*
In Fig* XXVI, the ease for a wall under typical
conditions was considered* It is proposed to use the same
constants and conditions to solve the new problem, with th©
exception that the radiation constant shall be 0.04 x 10"12
*12
instead of 1*25 x lo ■ * This constant corresponds to a 
polishea silver surface, and is used to give as groat a
contrast as possible.
© 10 curves given by both surfaces arc drawn, to sc©ther 
on Fig-* XX/XX* It can ba seen that the introduction of a •
W  •«**■»■»*»• «•* ^  mr .... _, . ... .
-3*
C*O.S* units to 4*36 x  10 This doss not seem to be a
very great saving in heat, tut it must be noticed* from 
the slope of th© *aorie!netivity, eurve, that th© greater the 
conductivity and the smaller the thickness of the insulation, 
the greater will the saving effect be* The saving effect 
will ba greatest ishen the conducting wall is of eomp&ratively 
thin mtB.1 only *
The saving obtained from any surface treatment can be 
determined with a high degree of approximation by the simple 
process of drawing the conductivity and emissivity curves* 
and find the conditions of equilibrium*
SOTFACE
&
lESSPEEATOHE MSASURBKBlf BX 
t::. , ocoopIjE.
£here Is ©no problem which permeates the whole of
surface ha at loss experiments* fhat is the accurate measure*
ment of the surface temperature *
Bomo devices have been resorted to which avoid the
necessity of the direct determination of the surface
temperature* In the case of wires the temperature m y  he
computed when an accurate knowledge of the variation of the
electrical conductivity with th© temperature has previously
been obtained* Other workers hav© tried to overcome the
difficulty by assigning the surface to take the same temperature
as a hot fluid at Its back* That this method Is fallacious *
and leads to varying errors is shown in another section under
the heading "Boundary Films** Xn any case this latter
method fails completely when outer temperatures of Insulated
pipes are required*
In fv.ee of the difficulty many workers* notably in tbs
United States* have carried out experiments with insulating
coverings, and expressed their results in an empirical or
comparative maimer, which has no fundamental basis whatever,
and Is only of limited practical use under the peculiar
circumstances of the oxpcriaidat . ' Such work has been
I* S* 5* 4* 5*
published by heilnaim, McMillan, . Crdway* Horton, Brill,
6*
and Barrus*
Ilia more re liable date have boon produced by measurements 
with, thermocouplen* Ibore/Is, however, considerable difference 
of eoinlcm concerning the appropriate eon struct ion of a 
thermocouple for surface work.
T x x b fundamental requirements for a surface temperature
for temperature measurement, nothing must interfere with the 
radiation and connection from the surface* If a thick slab 
or plate is placed m  the surface, immediately the apparent 
tlileicness of the Insulator is Increased at this point* and a 
fresh equilibrium will gradually be set up in accordance with 
the rules of insulators in series* fills will tend to increase 
the temperature of the true surface, whilst the radiation and 
connection will apply to the new surface fors»d by the slab*
fhe solution to this difficulty la to have a thin metal 
plate to act as the thermocouple Junction placed in Intimate 
contact with the insulation, and having its outer surface 
prepared to give th# same radiation constant as the surrounding 
surface • By the rules of insulators in series it will be 
seen that the addition of the comparatively thin metal disc 
to th® outer surface will sake but a very small dlffe once to 
the outer temperature, vhlch should anyhow be within the error 
of th® reading of. the thermocouple* In this way the metal 
disc should not interfere with th® original equilibrium, and 
should attain th© constant temperature of the surface*
It will be necessary, to ensure a* perfectly intimate contact 
between th© surface and the metal* this no doiist. could best 
be don® by scraping the original surface, and applying the 
disc with th® help of a past® mad® of the same material a© 
the insulation*
A further difficulty with the.surface thermoelement,which is 
shared by all other thermoelemen ts, is the avoidance of heat 
conduction along the tiier ocoupl® wires themselves* Ihis 
tins been eliminated largely in the case of thermosouples used 
for internal temperatures by placing th© wires along a constant
difficulty could be overcome In © ©inliar manner for surface 
element s* By trailing' the wires along the surface for a 
distance of 4 inches or more, the conductivity effect should 
be eliminated I of course* the wires should beat be treated - 
In a Hies manner with the metal dice*
in practice there are two methods of determining the 
surface temperaturet (a) by embedded thermocouple! (b) by 
padded thermocouple*
By embedding a thermocouple is usually meant the process 
of making the junction flush with the surface, or of placing 
It just beneath the surface, such that the same radiation 
surface will be exposed and the process of heat dissipation 
will not be modified in any way* fhe method of placing th© 
junction flush with the surface is quite the tottexM&sthod, 
always provided the conditions mentioned, above are adhered 
to, namely ** thin plate .** same radiation surface « good 
contact. %  placing the Junction beneath the surface a 
slight error may be Introduced on account of the differ-.me© 
in temperature between the thermocouple and the actual surface* 
fke practice of padding a thermocouple Is absolutely 
wrong in principle* By padding is meant a covering over of 
the tfcarxo*junction with an insulator, the assumption being 
that it will not lose any heat, and hence retain its. 
temperature* However, by padding, the original surface 
relinquishes its function of a surface, that of radiating 
and allowing connection, and becomes but an insignificant 
point in a solid' wall, therefore a new equilibrium will be 
set up and the temperature indicated by the thermocouple 
will most certainly rise to a certain maximum determined by 
the new state of. equilibrium*
tli® surf sc© of an insulator cannot. for th© latter he suggests 
that th® temperature gradient across the insulation should tm 
measured by building in © suitable number of thermoeouples, 
and the surface temperature ; found by extrapolation* lliilst 
this la a perfectly sound idea, it la laborious, and seemingly 
unnecessarily complicated. It Is difficult to understand 
from th© published paper why the surface temperature cannot 
bo measured directly*
A further difficulty arising out of the question of 
measuring the surface temperature of- a metal, Is the proper 
insulation of the leading ivir.es from th© metallic surface. 
Feasibly this could bo overcome.by using some other method 
of measurement#
ifumerous modifications of the two methods of applying 
the thermocouple have been put to practical use, although 
only those conforming to the basic requirements can be 
considered to give accurate results.
2h© above requirements can quite easily b© carried out 
when the thermocouple is to have a permanent or semi •permanent 
position,• but when an instrument Is required to measure any 
and ©very type of surface^ both stationary and mobile, errors 
are introduced which must be cancelled by som© comgensating 
device*
One was used by fan R m m m  ' during his work on
conductivity* His apparatus con sis tod of a metal disc, JU, 
acting as the thOOTOjttnctioxi, with the wires B* loading from 
it in a vertical direction through an insulated stem 0*, 
which served as a handle* fo emeel the. effect of 
conduction along the wires, a sliding metal strip £#, 
was attached to the base of the handle which apparently 
restricted connection from the plate* If, when the plate was 
planted on a surface# the temperature gradually roes or fall, 
the slide was adjusted until a steady temperature could be 
obtained at once* fo b© able to measure temperature on any 
type pf surface it is anticipated that a large compensating 
rang© would be necessary, unless th© Junction plat© surface 
could b© treated according to its requirements*
Inothor adaptation, this time of the •padded* type,
3 3
was published by Boyer and Buss, and used chiefly for 
measurements on moving strips of paper,, etc.
Here two thermocouples ware used, one above the other*
JU was the measuring coupl©
A
supported by an insulating
block C, and B # was a compensat­
ing couple, heated by a coil B, 
such that no heat was.lost from 
A* When the apparatus was
applied A. took up th©
As this apparatus was only to be used on moving surfaces, 
where it z m m  .into contact with no portion of the surface 
for more than a fraction of second, it is apparent -that no 
marked change in the surface equilibrium can take place.
If* therefore, the measuring couple is bounced on each 
side by the same temperature, Its own temperature will 
remain constant# The inventors admitted that a building 
up of temperature was observed In time, which no doubt was 
duo to the difficulty of registering the same temperature 
in both couples. Some kind of naked junction might possibly 
give better results| ' even then the effect of friction due 
to good contact would affect the results obtained. the 
apparatus, however, could obviously not ba ms eel for stationary 
surfaces, as the equilibrium would be seriously disturbed by 
the insulated bio ok and especially the heating; coil*
It should not be difficult to apply a thermocouple 
complying with all the necessary requirements to any 
apparatus used in experimental work, or In any position of 
which a permanent temperature 'record is requiredt it Is 
feasible, however, that in many special eases, compensated 
instruments smst be used.
There is still an unace ountable tendency on the part 
of many instrument designers to Ignore the general rules of 
equilibrium, and who do their utmost to prevent any loss 
whatever from the thermocouple junction# float such 
instruments will show results too high Is obvious from the 
preceding sections*
It must be assumed In the absence of any specific 
Informa tlon that th© results given by th© various workers 
which havo already been discussed have been obtained with
may be susceptible to error from this cause.
1. HEILSffiKM, A.C. .J., 1926; J.l.E.C., 1924, p.451.
2 .  SCHILLAt?, A.S.M.E., 1915, p.921.
3. OEEWAY, A.S.B.E., 1884, pp 79, 1S8.
4. ECRTOB, A.S.M.B., 1898, p. 729.
5. BRILL, A.S.JS.E., 16, 1895, p. 287.
6. BARBUS, A.S.U.E., 23, 1902, p.791,
7. SPEAR & PURDY, J.l.E.C., 1923, p. 842.
8. 130RT0H, (P.H.), J.Am. Cor. Soc., 1927, p.30.
9. BUSSSLf, Forsch. Ver.'DWit. lag., Heft., 63.
10. 'IAS KISS®, S'orsch. 7©r. Deut. ing. JIeft. 228.
11. BOXER and BUSS, J.l.E.C., July, 1926.
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SCRFACB TEMPERATURE HEASPftEi&ITO BY 
RADXATXOH KETH0D3*
Xt» mifplt D© u \*u<& t?«u»,M9fc> v ws| *#%* i«*3t»*3 **«*•■<»
a surface temperature would be by some method depending 
upon the radiation from the surface*
It has beau shown conclusively, however, that there 
are no existing surfaces which obey the Sfcefan^Boltamann 
law of Radiation* with the exception of soma specially 
prepared ♦black1 surfaces* If the radiation from any 
particular surface was found to obey a given law 
absolutely, then no doubt radiation measurements would give 
the .most accurate temperatures*
The required conditions are demonstrated fully in the 
usual methods for registering the-temperature of furnaces 
or similar cavities which conform strictly with black body 
conditions* The most common instruments in use in this 
connection are the ' ° Total Rad la ti cm Pyrometers1* , and the 
*Optical Pyrometerb8 *
The total radiation pyrometers are thermopiles arranged 
to give quick and direct readings, and to be independent ' 
of distance from the hot body* Their action depends 
essentially-upon the radiation being focussed on to the hot 
junction of a thermocouple which registers the temperatures 
directly upon the galvanometer scale* A good pyrometer 
should give deflections proportional to the intensity of the 
radiation, which again depends upon the differenc© of the 
fourth powers of the absolute temperatures of the hot body 
and the instrument! therefore, for a black body, a single 
calibration of the instrument should suffice for the complete, 
scale to be determined»
It would be possible under limited circumstances to 
apply this instrument to the measurement of other surfaces
no two surfaces can be depended upon to ha?© exactly the -ij:
same radiation constant* Moreover, the instrument would ;r
h a w  to be calibrated m m  the whole of the required
temperature range, as it is known that the * constant5
changes very appreciably with the temperature* Unfortunately,Ik
even with complete calibration the effect of temperature, jk
time and general conditions may alter 'the value of tiie j|fj
♦constant1 Tory appreciably, as witness the affect of j j
tarnishing on bright copper surfaces* |||
If this type'of radiation instrument is ever to give li
j
any but approximate values of surface temperatures, it will 
require a complete calibration with regard to the surface |f
under consideration, every time it is used* - As this fj
involves much labour and also some other means of determining 
the surface tempera tore itself (for calibration J there is 
little wonder at its not being used more extensively*
!Cha optical pyrometer depends upon Planch*8 haw
Sx a X a cxX ~5 ... *
®2 .
0  TT~ - J
Ihe amount of energy radiated of a particular wave* 
length rang© is matched for intensity against a standard 
intensity corresponding to a known energy expenditure*
From the energy thus obtained, the temperature is obtained 
from Planchf$ haw*
The method is necessarily only applicable to surfaces 
which are hot enough to emit radiations within the visible 
region of the spectrum, and would only be applicable to 
ordinary surfaces under the same conditions as for the total 
radiation instruments*
Unless some now universal law of radiation is found,
-4
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Much has bees said in a previous section concerning the
effect of porosity upon the conductivity of an insulator*
1*
Griffiths and Davis* in their report, say that radiation 
can have but little effect on the •conduction1 or beat 
transfer across a porous insulator, mainly on account of the
o *
small size of the individual pores* Meilor, on the other 
hand* states quite definitely that radiation plays a very 
large effect especially at the higher temperature si he
gives ■ temperatures for various size pores at which radiation 
across the pores is ©qua! to the conductivity* Consequently 
Mellon questions the statement that porosity favours insulating 
properties•
Griffiths and Davis base their conclusion upon the 
theoretical result obtained by supposing two planes, at 
temperatures tg and respectively at equilibrium as far
as radiation la concerned! if now a third plane, infinitely
thin* is placed between the two* a new equilibrium, will be
set up* in which the centre plane will reeeiv-e as much
energy from the plate at tc as it will radiate to- the plate
at t0# and will take up an intermedia! temperature (It
must be as mimed that tg and: t$ remain constant, and all
planes radiate as black bodies)*
Bow the centre plane % receives radiation
H * K (f ^ « *P^  1
Bj_ . a 2 *i J
and radiates
<So take a numerical example, suppose fcg s 100'JC
tQ s 10°C
Shan Tx s 337“! I.e. S4°C.
the amount of heat lost from the hot plane
H ,s K. {3734 - 3374 } « 8.78 x 10~S
K ** B
whereas before the intervention of the. centre plane the loss
* IL (3734 - 2834 ) * 17»5S x lcf0
1
which is ©jsactly double*
Eenc-a by the ihtenrentlon of a single plane* that is 
by dividing the original radiation effect into two separata 
radiation of foots, the total radiation loss is halved*
In a similar way it can be shown that with two planes* 
the radiation Is only one third of the original* and so on 
for any number of planes*
If now it Is Imagined that an insulating wall Is made 
up of a large number of parallel pianos* the radiation 
effect will depend upon the number of planes* in this 
case, the whole of the heat transmitted will be by radiation 
across the Spores®* and by conduction and connection through 
the air* that is to say the $ true fur© will bo that of a 
perfectly porous body*
no connection* Sherefore , if the planes in the above
problem are set at a distance of’ 0*1 cm* it can be said that 
all tli© heat transfer due to the air will take place by 
conductIon alone*
Sic state of equilibrium of the wall will be given 
by the equations$•
= k e «  - M  + K  4 - * 4 ) a* air 2 1' H 2 1 *
* - r 41 * h  - *0 11-25% * h ‘V  - *0
where 1 - thickness of total wall
n z number of lporel spaces*
fa find the relative effects of radiation and 
conduct Aon it Ac necessary to take numerical examples*
Assume thickness » 10 ems# 
number of pares« 100 
width of pore » 0*1 cm*
tg{variously » 100# 2001 500, 400° 0
t s 2Q°0*
0
**1°
^  ' 8 1*56 1 10
■K » 5.0 X 10“5’
C
kalr * -given by Pig*. XXX. ,
v By the process of giving tg the various values Indicated, 
values of and Q corr©spending to the two equations can 
be obtained, and hence the quantities of heat lost by 
radiation, and conduction*
B0% radiation for the particular conditions under considera­
tion is found,*
(As the working involved is all performed by sllde-ruld* 
and as a similar example has already boon shown fully, the 
complete figures are not shown her©)*
the temperature required in this case Is 45O0Q*
By reducing the thickness of the total wall to 5 chis* 
the temperature required drops to 400*0*
By reducing the pore size. to 0*08 ©ms* and retaining the 
total width - 10 cms, the c orr©spendtng temperature la raised 
to 8O0°e*
fhese temperatures are only valid for the considered 
structures, .and to determine similar- temperatures for a 
structure including thick walls would require a knowledge 
of the actual arrangement-Of the walla* to this is 
not taotsn, an example can be worked for an assumed simple 
case*
 :— 6
‘jy - l^/i; ^ 5
 ^  z4m_L  9. I
Imagine the insulator to be made up of cubes of 
insulating ximterial and cubical pores of the same cubic 
capacity arranged **chess-boardw fashion*
At equilibrium there will b© a constant heat flux, 
which will be the same across any plane perpendicular to 
the heat flow* If, as a first approximation, the temperature 
gradient across-the Insulator is assumed to bo straight, 
then the heat flowing across the first row of cube a will 
be the same as across the whole thickness, and temperature
difference will be i (t0 - t }f where there are n rows*
a &• X
Again it will be necessary to take a numerical example*
Assuming the wall Is 10 eras, thick, and has an overall !
—4
conduotivity {apparent conductivity) of 3.0 x X0 then
far t„ - 200°G one! t * S0°G
* 0
tx ■ 40°C
Q « 4*8 x 10 '
Hence the quantity passing 1 sq* era area is 4*8 x 10 ,
which is made up of heat conducted through the solid material, 
heat conducted through the air In the pores, and heat 
radiated across the pores*
Assume the layers to bo, as before, 0*1 cm- thick 
then 4.8 x IQ"3 = kffl x 1.60 + Ka (4724 - 471.44 ) + kaip x 1.60
0.1 x 2 2 2 x 0.1
fh© above equation, demonstrates many interesting points* 
One is that the radiation effect in this ease Is less 
than 10$ of the whole, whereas for similar conditions with the 
more porous w&XX it accounted for 33/C of the total#
Another point Is that the actual conductivity of the 
cell walls of an Insulator is much greater than the overall 
conductivity, in this case about 30% greater*
fhe assumption of a straight line temperature gradient 
across the insulator is not strictly valid, owing to the 
change of conductivity of the air and the material* If the 
straight line Is assumed the loss duo to radiataon will 
become less as the cooler side is approached, the loss by 
conductivity through the air will decrease, and the loss by 
conductivity through the material will {probably) increase*
To maintain the necessary constant heat flux, these affects 
must balance, or a curved temperature gradient must exist* -
fiiat the radiation affect depends largely upon conditions 
of temperature, thickness and conductivity of the insula tor, 
is obvious from the preceding examples, mad no definite 
figures can be given without qualification*
I@llor*& results wore given as fellows!-
fore Size fern* giving &0% radiation
0*1 em 1#400°C
T m ® c
%0OG°C
0*5 m
0*01 cm
llo not© was taken of connection or of change of 
conductivity with temperature*
f h a ge nor&l eonelusIons obtainable from the examples 
are that the more porous material transmits a greater 
percentage of beat by radiation than the denser material; 
nevertheless for low temperatures the total amount of heat 
transmitted is less for tee more porous material• tee rata 
of increase of total heat transmitted is greater with the 
porous material than with the denser * and total heat loss 
from file former fends to catch up and overtake the total 
from the denser material.
That is to say* the apparent conductivity is less for 
the porous material at normal temperatures* but it increases 
at a greater-rate.
tea actual temperature at which the porous structure 
bee miss disadvantageous csnnot bo determined* without an 
actual knowledge of the arrsngement of the pores* the 
conductivity of the *e6ll~««ille1 * and the temperature gradient. 
In general, therefore, the less the pore sise the greater the 
insulating capacity, Irrespective of porosity.
Porosity Itself will decrease the apparent conductivity 
up to a certain temperature, when it will become &isadvantageeu^ 
which temperature however Is greatly increased for lowering 
.the pore*size*
Previous workers have not been careful to differentiate 
between 'pore-etze* and ^porosity1* It will be under stood 
that the same porosity may bo obtained for two materials 
comprising aggregates of different nize pores.
1* GRIFFITHS and Mf'IS, Food Investigation Board Report, Bo®9, 
2* MEL LOB, Trans * Cer* See., April, 1919*
COCTECTIOH A HD COKDUOTION.
It is frequently booessary to measure the temperature 
of. gases which are surrounded by walls of a different 
temperature* In the ease of a gtaek th© gases are bounded 
by walls at a lower temperature, whilst In a preheater the 
oool gases are passing across hot surfaces* ¥@ry often the 
difference In temperature amounts to many hundreds of degrees 
Centigrade, and measurements taken by Inserting a mercury 
thermometer or thermocouple in th© stream of gas are liable 
to be very wide of the actual temperature*
To taka one ossa, that of a thermocouplef suitably 
encased, Inserted in the stack of a boiler Installation*
It will be readily understood from the section on 
Boundary Keslstsnees, that the temperature of the inside 
of the chimney wall will be lower than that of the free 
flowing gases, a necessary circumstance to allow heat to 
bo conducted to the outer surface* The thermocouple 
casing will therefore lose heat by radiation from Its . 
surface, and will consequently lose a certain amount of 
temperature»
Let th© absolute temperature of the gases be Tgf the 
temperature of the wall and th© observed temperature
/ /
o
gains from the q s ..b @ s * X t will radiate to the walls an 
mmornit Spending upon its sise and its surface condition*
Xt will lose to the wall a contain amount of heat by 
conduction along Itself* depending upon its position, else, 
construction and method of insertion into the wall*
T m  other aide of the balance will be made up by 
connection from.the $&sesf an effect dependent upon its 
else* and the velocity and composition of the gases* 
together with an amount radiated from the compound gases 
present in the fluids
fhese two latter effects are outside the intended 
scope of this dissertation, consequently the subject eon 
only be discussed In a general way,
fhe floss* side of the equation may be represented by
h  - X  - T04 ) + Koond <T1 -
and the tgain* side by
Qg * 0onn.eetlon * Eadlation (both from gases at
** 20 to thermae ter 'at SL*** 1
As * Qg, . can be determined provided a 
knowledge of the wall - temperature the mimes of the
constants and &e0n<|, and the form of the two expressions 
in tbs second equation is first obtained#
After long insertion In a stack, no- doubt %  would be 
about 95;f black body* .is an overall figure depending
upon the eons traction of the thermometer casing* The 
connection effect may be obtained from sort© existing formula, 
though no such of universal application prosenta itself
to the mind of the writer* It is doubtful whether the laws
SlOllOXXCl© p S B 1 w a u e r  VH poiur a r e  s e i A  ouwuf^a w i v « u  av*'
application to a problem similar to th© present one.
In a general way It can safely be stated that the 
similar is then the smaller will be the difference 
(T0 - 2* } Q- can be reduced by preparing the surface of
Xt? <*i» *sl»
the thermometer, so as to reduce the. radiation to a minimum* 
Both the radiation and conduction effects will be reduced 
the higher can be raised. It can easily be seen that 
the thicker the wall of the stack, end the lower the 
conductivity of the bricks* the higher will become| 
consequently greater error can be expected 1ft an iron than 
In a brick chimney*
Hence the best way to reduce error in cases of the 
kind under .consideration Is to surround the silvered bulb 
of th© thermometer or thermocouple by a metal shield, 
silvered Inside and out. file radiation loss will then be 
reduced to a minimum. Conduction effects are far more 
difficult to eliminate, if the thermometer must pass through 
the wall*, but may perhaps bo overooms by suspending the 
instrument In the gas stream by fine insulating threads.
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